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Abstract 

Lithium ion cells contain liquid electrolytes that degrade over the lifetime of the 

cell. Though the results of this degradation are well understood, the pathways are not.  

Lithium ion differential thermal analysis (Li-ion DTA) is a non-destructive in-situ method 

for probing the state of an electrolyte in a cell.  This functions by controlled cooling and 

heating through the freezing point of the electrolyte.  The temperature signal of the cell 

will then show phase transitions that can be associated with the components of the 

electrolyte.  

This thesis discusses several experiments using this method.  These are: a proof of 

concept of the creation of salt-solvent diagrams, a long term study of the effects of cycling 

on standard electrolytes, a short term test, that examines the effects of high voltage on 

electrolyte composition.  These experiments have resulted in the creation of a method to 

study electrolyte molarity in situ. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Lithium ion cells are one of the most common power storage systems for 

applications requiring portability, long term rechargeability, and high energy density.  They 

are used to power everything from laptops, to phones, tablets, toys, implantable medical 

devices, power tools, electric vehicles, and even houses.  Each of these applications has 

specific requirements in terms of the challenges faced.  To this end, Li-ion batteries must 

be developed to have the highest possible energy density, longevity, current rate, safety, 

and affordability. 

Unlike conventional non-rechargeable batteries, Li-ion cells do not have a set 

chemistry; there are many components of Li-ion cells that can be optimized for different 

applications.  Further, though much work has been done in studying the mechanisms by 

which Li-ion cells function, a complete model for all interactions that can occur between 

the components of a cell has not been, and may never be, developed.  Thus, determination 

of the best cells often involves some degree of trial and error.  Further complicating this is 

that many of the methods used in determining the state of the trialed components are only 

possible ex-situ.  Thus, cells must be created, cycled, and destroyed, to understand their 

behaviour, and the interactions in the cell itself.  This has led to a search for methods by 

which the state of the cell could be probed without destroying the cell.  Lithium ion 

differential thermal analysis (Li-ion DTA) is one such method.  This thesis will explain the 

mechanisms and utility of this method and demonstrate its use in several areas.  Though 

the proper name is Li-ion DTA, this thesis will refer to this system as “DTA”, for brevity. 
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This thesis presents and demonstrates several valuable uses of DTA, including the 

use and value of compositional phase diagrams in cell design, and the study of the 

electrolyte degradation of a series of cells cycled to high temperature and voltages. 

Chapter 2 introduces the theoretical basis of the experimental systems being used 

in this thesis.  This includes Li-ion DTA, as well as the various ex situ systems.  As well, 

commentary is given as to compositional phase diagrams, how they relate to electrolyte, 

and how they can be used in conjunction with DTA to study the state of electrolyte in situ.  

This chapter also introduces the experimental DTA apparatus, as well as protocols 

developed, and analysis tools used.   

Chapter 3 introduces the components of Li-ion cells.  Commentary is given on all 

parts of the cell, but special attention is given to the electrolyte.  This section also outlines 

degradations observed in the electrolyte that can be observed by DTA and how these 

features indicate cell aging. 

Chapter 4 introduces the salt-solvent phase diagram.  These phase diagrams are 

vital to the full evaluation of DTA curves.  In the past, these diagrams have been generated 

via DSC testing, but they can also be made using DTA. This process is demonstrated in 

this chapter via the creation of a binary salt-solvent phase diagram of dimethyl carbonate 

(DMC) and LiPF6.  

Chapter 5 introduces the sets of cells produced, including the electrolytes used.  

This section also outlines the physical properties of the cells, and the protocol for filling 

with electrolyte, preparation for testing, and the cycling protocol.  Two main experiments 

are detailed: a long term cycling test, and a short term high voltage cycling test.  This 

chapter also presents the replica cell concept and results.  These replica cells are used to 
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confirm the results of the ex situ electrolyte analysis with reference to the last of the DTA 

tests conducted on the cell. 

Chapter 6 presents the analysis conducted on the cells, as well as the interpretation 

of the results of the experiments.  This is primarily focused on the location of the liquidus 

peak, and how this reflects the mechanism by which the electrolyte degrades over time. 

Chapter 7 presents the conclusions made from the work, as well as outlines for new 

projects to be done in the future.  These include the production of more phase diagrams, 

the analysis of subtle features in salt-solvent phase diagrams, examinations of specific 

regions of ternary solvent diagrams, the behaviour of post-eutectic electrolytes in 

commercial cells, among many other projects. 
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Chapter 2: Experimental Techniques 

This work uses and references several experimental techniques.  The primary 

experimental technique used is Li-ion differential thermal analysis (DTA), but several 

other systems were used and referenced, including differential scanning calorimetry 

(DSC), gas chromatography (GC), mass spectrometry (MS), and inductively coupled 

optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES).  Of these, DTA, ICP-OES, and GC-MS were 

used in this thesis; DSC was only referenced as a benchmark for comparison and 

confirmation in previous work.1 

2.1 Li-ion Differential Thermal Analysis 

2.1.1 Theoretical Background 

Li-ion Differential thermal analysis is a non-destructive method for studying the 

state of the electrolyte in a Li-ion cell.  Although there are numerous methods for studying 

the electrolyte that is or was present in a cell, most of these methods involve removing the 

electrolyte from the cell.  This process destroys the cell, and thus prevents further cycling 

and electrolyte evolution.  With DTA, the cell remains intact, with no perturbation to 

further cycling.  Thus, DTA can be used to perform multiple studies of a cell’s electrolyte 

over the course of a cell’s cycle life.  The resultant data, when used alongside compositional 

phase diagrams detailing the phase behaviour of the original electrolyte, can be interpreted 

to show the amount of electrolyte remaining, the amounts of salt remaining, and the overall 

composition of the solvent component of the electrolyte. 

There are several basic components needed to conduct a DTA test.  These 

components are as follows: a sample cell to be tested, a reference cell filled with a liquid 
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with a very low freezing point, and a thermally isolated device that can hold, and measure 

the temperature of, a reference and sample cells in an airtight helium environment that can 

be cooled and heated to and from cryogenic temperatures at a constant rate. 

A DTA test involves the use of such a device to cool and heat both the sample and 

reference cells to and from a temperature at which the sample is frozen, but the reference 

is still in its liquid phase.  The heating process will drive the sample cell electrolyte through 

at least one phase transition, during which the sample cell’s heating rate will slow down or 

stop with respect to the reference cell and the environment.  Thus, the temperature signal 

of the sample cell will show the temperatures at which the sample cell electrolyte 

undergoes a phase transition.  The temperature signal of the reference cell will show how 

an electrolyte with a similar mass and heat capacity would behave under the same 

conditions with no phase transition.  The difference between these temperature signals is 

plotted against the sample cell’s temperature, forming what is called a DTA curve.  This 

curve shows peaks at each phase transition temperature, that are, if analyzed fully, 

proportional to the enthalpy change caused by the phase transition of one material in the 

sample cell.  Thus, if the phase transitions and enthalpies of fusion of all materials in the 

sample cell are well understood, the DTA curve can be analyzed to obtain information as 

to the composition and mass of the sample cell electrolyte.   

Heavily cycled Li-ion cells contain a few main solvents, one or more lithium salts, 

and some number of reaction side products, normally present in concentrations of a few 

percent.  Exact study of each of these side reaction products by DTA is not practical, as 

each would affect the others in unique ways.  A practical system of analysis would give an 
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estimate of the amount of the main expected solvents present, as well as the expected salt 

concentration, and an estimation as to the total mass of remaining electrolyte. 

Understanding the phase transitions present in an electrolyte with even a few 

components is not trivial and requires the creation of compositional phase diagrams.  These 

diagrams show the phase behaviour of an electrolyte mixture versus temperature.  While a 

pure solvent has just one liquid-solid phase transition, a binary solvent has a complex phase 

diagram.  Figure 2.1 shows a binary solvent-solvent phase diagram, where the liquidus and 

solidus lines indicate the boundaries between the phases.  These are the points where the 

first and last freezing occurs, or vice versa, in terms of temperature.   

 
Figure 2.1: A solvent-solvent phase diagram between EC and EMC, with several points 

filled in that show the effect of LiPF6 salt in the solvent.  Reproduced with permission from 

J. Electrochem. Soc., 147 1688-1694. Copyright 2000, The Electrochemical Society 
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Figure 2.1 shows a binary compositional phase diagram developed by Ding et al. 

for the mixture of ethylene carbonate (EC) and ethyl methyl carbonate (EMC).2  This 

diagram shows that, when a binary solvent mixture is cooled to the liquidus curve, the 

solvent undergoes an initial freezing event where some of the EC freezes out.  This leaves 

the remaining liquid with a lower concentration of EC, and thus a lower freezing point than 

the original mixture.  Thus, a sample in the region between the solidus and liquidus lines 

will consist of some combination of the liquid phase of EMC and EC, as well as solid EC.  

When the sample is cooled to the solidus, all EC is frozen, and the EMC in the sample will 

freeze all at once, as would a conventional single solvent at its melting point.  In the 

opposite case, when a solid mixture of EC and EMC is heated to the solidus, some of the 

EMC melts, followed quickly by EC melting through the region before the liquidus curve, 

at which point the EC is done melting. 

 
Figure 2.2: DTA data for 1 M LiPF6 in DMC.  The left panel shows the data as immediately 

generated by the DTA system, the middle panel shows the DTA curve, and the right panel 

shows the LiPF6-DMC phase diagram. 

The left panel of Figure 2.2 shows the real temperature data collected during a DTA 

run of 1 M LiPF6 in DMC.  As the sample is heated to its solidus temperature, a  sharp peak 

is created, followed by a broader liquidus feature, whose peak is at the liquidus line, as in 
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the middle panel.  These two temperatures, the low temperature onset of the solidus, and 

the temperature of the peak of the liquidus, can then be compared against a phase diagram 

of the electrolyte system, to determine the composition of the sample cell electrolyte. 

These diagrams are also useful for Li-ion cell design.  In solutions primarily 

composed of one solvent, the liquidus temperature will be close to the melting point of the 

dominant solvent.  As the ratio of one solvent to the other solvent increases, the liquidus 

line will be further depressed toward the solidus.  At a certain level of concentration, the 

liquidus depression will be such that the liquidus and solidus curves will meet, as shown at 

0.292 mole fraction of DMC to EC in Figure 2.3.  This point is called the eutectic, the 

composition at which the mixture will have its lowest possible initial freezing point.  Thus, 

the eutectic gives the widest practical temperature range for a Li-ion cell. 
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Figure 2.3: A solvent-solvent phase diagram between EC and DMC, with all phases 

labelled, and the eutectic at 0.292 mole fraction of DMC.  Reproduced with permission 

from J. Electrochem. Soc., 147 1688-1694. Copyright 2000, The Electrochemical Society 

Several valuable observations can be made from a DTA curve.  First, if the 

background is subtracted, the amount of remaining electrolyte can be determined 

approximately, by comparison to a fresh cell of the same original electrolyte.  Second, the 

locations of the peaks can be compared between cells to determine the relative amount of 

a remaining component.  An often observable metric is the location of the liquidus feature.  

As the salt content impacts the location of the liquidus as shown in Figure 2.3, movement 

to higher temperatures can indicate salt consumption in the cell. 
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2.1.2 Description of Apparatus  

The specific design of a DTA apparatus can be changed to accommodate different 

cell sizes and controllers, if the general principles described in section 2.1.1 are observed.  

The apparatus presented here, used to generate the data shown in this thesis, uses in house 

software, as well as custom built equipment and commercial hardware.  The apparatus was 

originally developed by Day et al.1  A schematic diagram of the entire apparatus is shown 

in Figure 2.4, with diagrams showing more detail on the components inside the Dewar in 

Figures 2.5 and 2.6.   

       

Figure 2.4: A schematic diagram of the DTA apparatus used in this thesis. Programs on the 

computer (1), control the temperature controller (2), which monitors and controls the 

temperature of the cryostat in the liquid nitrogen (LN2) filled Dewar (3).  The cryostat is 

filled with helium gas from the tank (5), the flow of which is controlled by the rotameter 

(4). 

In the apparatus used here, cooling is provided via contact with a copper post in the 

LN2 Dewar.  The apparatus is controlled by a LakeShore model 338 Temperature 

Controller and code written in Visual Basic running on the computer.  The helium flow is 

controlled via a Matheson gas rotameter at 80 ml/min throughout the testing procedure.  

The helium gas itself is 99.995% pure and supplied by Praxair.  
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Figure 2.5: A schematic diagram of the items inside of the Dewar(1).  The cryostat (2) is 

connected to the controller via the wires in a thin walled stainless steel tube (3).  The 

cryostat is filled with helium via the in and out tubes (4,5).  The cryostat is 

thermodynamically coupled to a LN2 reservoir (6) by a copper post (7) submerged in the 

LN2. 

Figure 2.5 shows that the Dewar contains the cryostat, LN2, and a copper post.  The 

cryostat consists of an airtight aluminum can containing the temperature probe, shown in 

Figure 2.6, with wiring leading to the control systems shown in Figure 2.4 and helium 

tubing leading in and out of the top.  The copper post serves to provide thermal contact 

between the cryostat and the LN2.  Without the post, the cryostat would require regular 

attention to stay in proper thermal contact with the LN2.  
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Figure 2.6: A schematic diagram of the inside of the cryostat used in this thesis.  The 

cryostat can (1) is surrounded by insulating alumina wool (2), heated by a small heater tape 

(3), and its temperature is measured by a small resistor (4).  The can also contains the 

reference and sample cells (5) on a polypropylene mount (6).  The temperature of the cells 

is monitored by small resistance temperature devices (RTD) in the mount (7).  The mount 

is connected to the cryostat via a thin walled stainless-steel tube (8) 

The pouch cell probe system used in this thesis, shown in Figure 2.6, consists of a 

hollow polypropylene mount, filled with alumina wool for temperature insulation, a sample 

cell and a reference cell all of which is connected via thin walled stainless steel tubing to 

the stainless steel cryostat lid.  In this work, the reference cell contained 1.0 M LiPF6 in 

methyl acetate (MA), which has a liquidus temperature of ~-105°C, considerably lower 

than the solidus of any combination used in this thesis.  The cell temperatures are monitored 

by contact with  100 Ω platinum resistors and the cryostat’s temperature is measured by 

another resistor of the same type, affixed to the inside surface.  The sample mount itself is 

custom built for the currently used geometry of cells, but it can be easily replaced by 

fabricating a new mount, for any desired geometry.  The cryostat is filled with helium gas, 

for greater thermal conductivity, and heated externally via an Electroflex 30 W heating 
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tape.  As an aside, the cryostat temperature does not serve as a good reference, as it is too 

far decoupled from the cells, and is susceptible to minor temperature fluctuations. 

While the cryostat described here tests pouch cells, two other cryostats have been 

used in work done concurrently with this thesis, for testing cylindrical 18650 (18 by 65 

mm) and 2170 (21 by 70 mm) cells.  These cryostats can be hooked up to the larger testing 

apparatus easily. 

2.1.3 Measurement Protocol 

DTA measurements consist of linear cooling down to a lower setpoint temperature, 

a hold for some time at that setpoint, and linear heating to room temperature.  The lower 

setpoint temperature should be several degrees lower than the solidus temperature of the 

electrolyte, to allow the cell to reach a linear heating rate before the phase transition begins.  

Cells with different form factors, or sizes and shapes, take different amounts of time to 

reach a linear heating rate.  While pouch cells take around five minutes, cylindrical cells 

take around twenty minutes.  Pouch cells with an electrolyte based on 3:7 EC:EMC solvent 

should have a lower setpoint of -100°C, while cells based on EC:DMC or DMC should 

have lower setpoints of -70°C or -45°C, respectively.   

For reliable, repeatable DTA data to be obtained, the DTA test procedure must be 

standardized.  In the case of a pouch cell, a sample cell is selected and cleaned of any 

material on an arbitrarily chosen face.  Then, the positive and negative tabs are folded down 

on opposite sides of the cell and taped down, to prevent accidental discharge of the cell 

during handling.  Then, the remaining head space of the pouch cell is folded away from the 

testing face.  A small amount of Apezion N low-temperature thermal grease is applied to 
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the cell, which gives better thermal contact between the cell and the RTD mount.  The cell 

is then placed on the polypropylene mount, such that the grease is directly over the RTD, 

and the corners of the cell are square with the corners of the cell mount.  Bread ties are 

used to affix the cells to the mount.  These ties hold the cells in place, provide pressure 

toward the RTDs, and do not provide significant thermal contact between the cells.  Ideally, 

the same bread ties would be used without modification for all cells of one type, to better 

standardize the contact pressure between the cell and the RTD surface. 

The cryostat is then closed; the four hex screws are driven to finger tightness, then 

given another quarter turn for an airtight seal.  Following this, the cryostat must be filled 

with helium gas, to create a good thermal connection between the cells and the cryostat.  

This is done by setting the cryostat to 160 ml/min, filling to approximately 4 atm helium 

and releasing the atmospheric valve, repeating this eight times, and resetting the rotameter 

down to 80 ml/min for the duration of the run.   

Once the cryostat is filled with helium, the lower and upper setpoints and 

temperature rates in cooling and heating are specified.  In this thesis, cell cooling was done 

at 3.0°C/min, while heating was done at 1.0°C/min.  The cooling rate should be linear, and 

heating rate should be kept as low as possible.  An extremely rapid temperature change in 

the cooling curve might disturb the crystallization of the electrolyte, which could lead to 

poor quality data, but speed is not a significant concern.  This is not trivial and requires 

careful adjustment of the cryostat inside the Dewar, to manipulate the cryostat’s contact 

with the copper post.  However, any deviation in the heating rate would lead to non-linear 

temperature regions, rendering the dataset unreliable, and therefore useless.  Once the 

cryostat has reached the setpoint, it is lifted away from the copper post.  The heater cannot 
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provide enough power to heat the cryostat while it is in thermal contact with the LN2, so 

thermal contact must be broken.  This should be done during the hold, as the movement 

will temporarily upset the heating rate.  Once the cryostat is back to room temperature, the 

test is complete. 

While this thesis used heating and cooling rates of 1.0°C/min and 3.0°C/min, these 

are not required, and can be changed based on the requirements of the experiment.  Low 

cooling rates do not significantly affect the DTA signal, but high cooling rates tend to be 

unstable.  Thus, they take considerable care to maintain linear cooling while having only 

minimal benefits in terms of time saved.  However, the heating rate is very important.  Each 

decrease in heating rate corresponds to a considerable increase in the resolution of the DTA 

curve.  Figure 2.7 shows that, at lower heating rates, the same peaks are visible, but the 

features are more accurate, especially the high temperature side of the liquidus feature.  

Theoretically, this slope should be vertical.  It is a slope due to finite heating rates.  As 

well, the reduction in peak size is due to the increase in time taken.  At lower heating rates, 

less frozen electrolyte is melting at any given time, thus reducing the temperature deviation 

in the sample cell, and thus the height of the peak. 
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Figure 2.7: An 18650 form factor cell, run three times, with heating rates of 1.0 °C/min, 

0.5°C/min, and 0.25°C/min.  Decreasing heating speed allows for greater resolution of 

melting behaviour. 

However, though the benefit to data fidelity is significant, so too is the increase in time 

taken.  The work presented in this thesis uses a 1.0°C/min heating rate.  This is a largely 

arbitrary choice, that balances the data quality and time taken to measure one cell. 

2.1.4 Positive Peak Behaviour 

Several DTA tests, some in this thesis and some performed concurrently, were 

noted to show positive peaks that appeared repeatably on successive tests.  These features 

suggest that the electrolyte underwent some exothermic phase transition.  This phase 
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transition was hypothesized to be from an amorphous solid electrolyte state to a crystalline 

one.  This is in analogy to more well-known amorphous-crystalline transitions in 

amorphous silicon alloys.3,4  Carlsson et al. describe an exothermic phase transition called 

polymorphous crystallization, where silicon/non-metal alloys show phase transitions 

between a high free energy amorphous phase and a lower free energy crystalline phase.4  

This sort of behaviour would explain the positive peaks observed here. 

While these peaks were initially ignored, a cell series showing them consistently in 

the low temperature background necessitated their removal, to determine the baseline of 

the DTA curve.  The proposed method to correct for the feature is to heat the amorphous 

solid electrolyte through the crystallization, and then cool the cell down to the lower 

setpoint and proceed as normal through the heating curve. 
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Figure 2.8: A DTA curve with a positive peak being removed. The red arrow represents 

the cell returning to the lower setpoint. 

The removal of these peaks tends to cause slight changes in the rest of the curve, 

and their appearance at the lower end of curves tends to leave the background of the data 

occluded.  Thus, it is best to remove them, where possible.  A protocol was developed to 

remove the positive peak from the curve; first, the cell is run as normal, to determine the 

temperatures at which the positive peak occurs and establish where the low temperature 

background should be.  Then, the cell is cooled to a temperature below the positive peak 

and heated to the temperature where the positive peak joined the background.  Then, the 

cell is cooled back down to the original low temperature and heated to room temperature 

as normal.  Though these peaks can appear in the middle of the curve, they are only 

removed when appearing outside the main features, as removing them inside the main 
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features does not work well. Though this behaviour was observed throughout the work 

composing this thesis, the protocol was developed after the bulk of the work presented was 

completed.  

Figure 2.9 shows an example of the protocol as used on a cell.  Note that the 

elimination results in several changes to the DTA curve, especially in the size of the two 

main features. 

 
Figure 2.9: A cell, before and after a peak removal run on the feature at -85°C. Note the 

increase in the size of both primary features after the peak removal run.  The second 

positive peak, at -60 degrees, was not removed.  This sample is 1.2 M LiPF6 in 3:7 EC:EMC 

(w%) +2%VC+1%DTD. 
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2.1.5 Curve Interpretation 

As of this writing, there are a few simple methods of quantifying the behaviour of 

a DTA curve.  The first is peak interpretation.  This thesis follows the method described 

by Ding et al.5  In this method, the solidus and liquidus features are read off of the 

temperature curve by the location of the onset of the feature, and the intersection of the 

onset and offset linear portions of the liquidus feature.  This is shown in Figure 2.10, with 

a sample dataset.  

 
Figure 2.10: Liquidus and solidus determination on a sample dataset of 0.4 M LiPF6 in 

DMC.  The solidus temperature is determined by the onset temperature of the lowest 

temperature feature, while the liquidus temperature is determined by the peak position of 

the highest temperature feature. 
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The other method by which DTA curves can be interpreted is their area.  The area 

of interest is the one bounded by the curve and the background .  Here, the background is 

assumed to be linear.1 The area under the curve of a DTA feature is proportional to the 

enthalpy of fusion of the material undergoing the phase change. Thus, if the material is 

well understood and if it is tested with a reference sample cell, the electrolyte mass can be 

determined by integration of the DTA curve. An example of the peak integration used is 

shown in Figure 2.11.  The sample shown in Figure 2.10 and Figure 2.11 is a cell with 0.4 

M LiPF6 in DMC. 

 
Figure 2.11: The linear background integration method of interpreting the area under the 

peak on a sample dataset of 0.4 M LiPF6 in DMC. 
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2.1.6 Measurement Sensitivity 

As some of the results that can be obtained from DTA tests cannot be verified by 

other methods, their accuracy cannot be directly determined.  For example, there are no 

other methods to detect the solidus or liquidus temperatures of the electrolyte in a whole 

cell, so no verification can be done as to the accuracy of those experiments.  Two 

exceptions are direct comparative tests between DTA tests conducted on a cell and DSCs 

test conducted on an electrolyte from the same sample, and peak area versus electrolyte 

mass tests, where the cell is filled with a known mass of electrolyte and tested immediately.  

Finally, comparisons can be made between successive DTA tests, to ensure that results are 

consistent. 

In terms of general sensitivity, no DSC tests were conducted during the work 

comprised by this thesis with which a DTA test could be compared.  The only comparative 

tests conducted between DSC and DTA were completed by Day et al.1  Figure 2.12 shows 

the result of one such comparison, that shows that DTA has good agreement with DSC.  
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Figure 2.12: A comparative study between DTA and DSC on 1 M 3:7(w%) EC:EMC.  

Reproduced with permission from J. Electrochem. Soc., 162, A2577–A2581. Copyright 

2015, The Electrochemical Society. 

As for peak area tests, there has been some interest in the ability of DTA to test the 

health of a commercial cell by determining the amount of electrolyte remaining in the cell, 

especially in the case of commercial form factors.  Extracting all the electrolyte from the 

cell is difficult and the ability to determine the amount of electrolyte remaining without 

opening the cell would be valuable.  To do this effectively, DTA must be able to 

consistently determine the amount of electrolyte in a cell. To this end, several 18650 cells 

were filled with varying amounts of electrolyte, tested with DTA, and the known 

electrolyte masses plotted against the areas under the integration curves.  The areas were 

determined as described in section 2.1.5, with two linear backgrounds selected: one from -

70 to 15°C, and another from -50 to 15°C.  The results of this test are shown in Figure 2.13.  
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This shows that the DTA peak area is proportional to the electrolyte mass, for like 

electrolytes.   

 
Figure 2.13: A comparison of electrolyte mass to DTA peak integration area for a set of 

18650 cells.  The peak integration was conducted against a linear background between the 

temperatures indicated. 

A similar, less extensive test was conducted on a pouch cell DTA apparatus by 

Ryan Day, which produced the data shown in Figure 2.14.  This data was treated with a 

spline background subtraction, which has been left out of recent work, due to new results 

that suggest the possibility that the background may be related to heat capacity, as 

discussed in section 7.2.9. 
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Figure 2.14: A comparison of electrolyte mass to DTA peak integration area for a set of 

pouch cells, as conducted by Ryan Day. 

As of this writing, no tests of this type have been conducted on the 2170 apparatus. 

2.1.7 Replicability 

DTA curves are generally very replicable but are more reliable at higher 

temperatures.  Small deviations in the heater behaviour at low temperatures can lead to 

small deviations in slope that can cause minor disagreement between successive tests.  

Figure 2.15 shows two successive tests performed on one cell.  Note the perfect agreement 

in the position of the high temperature feature at ~20°C, and slight disagreement at low 

temperatures.  Small deviations in the behaviour of the heater during the low temperature 

setpoint can cause minor deviations in the background, which can cause these sorts of 

changes in the raw data. 
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Figure 2.15: Data from two successive DTA tests performed on one cell with the red line 

showing the second test.  This shows that successive tests almost perfectly capture the 

liquidus point, with some error in the peak positions of the low temperature features. 

2.2 Other Experimental Techniques 

The techniques described here are the more conventional, ex-situ methods used in 

analysis of the electrolytes produced in this work: DSC, GC-MS, and ICP-OES.  DSC was 

not used directly in this work, but it was used in the original development of the system1 

and is directly relevant to the type of work done here.  GC-MS was used for ex-situ study 

of the solvent portion of the electrolyte, while ICP-OES was used to study the LiPF6 

concentration.  The full process and analysis used here is discussed in section 5.6.1. 
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2.2.1 Differential Scanning Calorimetry 

Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) is a more conventional method of 

studying the phase transition behaviour of a sample of material.  In DSC, a sample of a few 

milligrams of some substance is heated and cooled at set rates through its phase changes.  

Depending on the DSC system, either the power needed to change the temperature a known 

amount, or the temperature change due to a known change in heat flow is recorded.6  The 

DSC in this lab uses a heater to maintain a constant heating rate in the sample, while 

measuring the power required to do so.  When plotted as power versus sample temperature, 

this data will show features at the temperatures at which the sample underwent a phase 

change.  If the components are well known, this data can be used to determine the relative 

amounts of material in the sample, as well as the purity of a sample.6 

While DSC is a more mature and well understood system than Li-ion DTA, it has  

several drawbacks in the context of battery development.  First, as DSC is conducted on 

small samples of material, the electrolyte must be extracted from the cell to undergo a  DSC 

test.  As this process destroys the cell, a test can only be conducted on any given cell at one 

point in its lifetime.  This precludes any study of cell degradation with respect to age.  

Second, as DSC requires extraction of the electrolyte, it cannot be used to determine the 

amount of electrolyte remaining.  This prevents any study of the amount of electrolyte 

being consumed.  Third, pure substances can undergo supercooling effects due to a lack of 

nucleation sites.7  While these effects are much more pronounced in the cooling process, 

the variable solid states can melt in different ways, preventing repeatability.  By contrast, 

the carbon in the negative electrode of a Li-ion cell acts as a sufficient nucleation material 

to hinder or prevent supercooling effects.1   
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In general, though DSC is very useful in the study of phase diagrams, the lack of 

direct applicability to the cell system limits its utility in this work.  While DSC was used 

in some of the work referenced here, it was not used in the course of the work presented 

here. 

2.2.2 Gas Chromatography  

Gas chromatography uses a gaseous mobile phase, usually a non-reactive gas such 

as N2, He, or H2, alongside a liquid stationary phase that has a different level of affinity 

with each component of the eluent, to separate components of a sample.8   

 
Figure 2.16: A diagram of the basic components of a Gas Chromatography device. 

Figure 2.16 shows a simple diagram of a GC system.  A sample, referred to as the 

eluent and composed of multiple analytes, is injected into the column, usually composed 

of silica.8  The interior of the column is covered in the stable stationary phase, and heated 

to a temperature just above the boiling point of the most stable analyte.  Thus, the eluent 

boils immediately and adsorbs onto the stationary phase, with each analyte reaching a 
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different equilibrium between the mobile and stationary phases.  Then, the ratio of the 

analyte in the stationary phase to that in the mobile phase is proportional to the time taken 

for a specific analyte to elute through the column:8,9   

𝑡′ =
𝑖𝑠

𝑖𝑚
𝑡𝑚

𝑉𝑠

𝑉𝑚
 , (1) 

where 𝑡′ is the retention time of an analyte, 𝑡𝑚 is the time taken for an analyte to pass 

through the column if it doesn’t interact, and 𝑖𝑠, 𝑖𝑚, 𝑉𝑠, and 𝑉𝑚 are the ratios and volumes 

of the stable and mobile phases, respectively. 

Thus, the analytes in a sample can be separated and directed into a quantitative 

detector system, such as a mass spectrometer.8  

2.2.3 Mass Spectrometry 

Mass spectrometry (MS) is a quantitative tool for studying the components of a 

sample.  MS can give information as to the concentrations of the components in a sample. 

Modern MS systems come equipped with mass spectral libraries for many organic 

compounds so that unknown components can be determined by a search-match procedure. 

Mass spectrometers have four primary components; a sample inlet, ionizer, mass 

analyzer, and detector, which the sample moves through sequentially.  The sample inlet 

and detector are straightforward; they are some injection device and an ion detector.  The 

ionizer uses a heated filament and electron accelerator to bombard the injected sample with 

electrons.8  This bombardment serves to ionize the sample, at which point the ionized 

particles are focused into a beam and directed into the analyzer.  The analyzer contains one 

of several devices capable of separating particles out by their mass.  Time of flight and 

quadrupole analysis are two of the more commonly used systems for this analysis.   
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Figure 2.17: A diagram of the basic components of a quadrupole mass analysis device. 

The system used in this work uses a quadrupole analyzer, as depicted in Figure 

2.17.  This system uses four parallel conductors, two with a constant potential and two with 

an alternating potential.  As the analyte particles are charged, they will track towards the 

rods.  The quadrupole analyzer can implicitly determine the charge/mass ratio of an ion by 

scanning through different potentials, creating different electric fields for the charged 

particles to fly though, and measuring the field that forces the ions away from the detector.  

As the ion detector records the number of ions that make it through the analyzer, the system 

can determine the number of ions, as well as their charge/mass ratio.  By referring to a 

database giving the charge/mass ratios corresponding to different materials, quantitative 

information can be gained as to the composition of the sample.8 
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2.2.4 Gas Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry 

GC-MS is a powerful, quantitative tool for chemical analysis.  This system couples 

a gas chromatograph’s ability to separate components of a liquid sample with the analytical 

capabilities of a mass spectrometer.  GC-MS is used in this work as an ex-situ method for 

determining the relative solvent composition of electrolytes extracted from Li-ion cells.   

2.2.5 ICP-OES 

Inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy, or ICP-OES, is an ex-

situ method of detecting metal content in samples.  A solution containing some trace 

elements is converted into an aerosol and injected into a plasma arc, which vaporizes the 

aerosol and excites the released atoms.  These released atoms will emit photons with 

characteristic energies.  A portion of the emitted photons is then captured by an optical 

device, the desired wavelength is selected for, amplified, processed, and stored on a 

computer.  The spectrum of the emitted photons is then analyzed to determine the 

composition of the original sample.8  A basic diagram of the general system is shown in 

Figure 2.18. 
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Figure 2.18: A diagram of the basic components of the ICP-OES system. 

In this work, ICP-OES is used to detect the lithium content in electrolyte extracted 

from cells.  When used correctly, the method will generate reliable results for the lithium 

content in a given electrolyte.  However, in the protocol used in this work, several 

calibration solutions must be prepared, which, along with the electrolyte sample, must be 

handled perfectly.  Even the smallest error in the sample preparation introduces large error 

to the result.  By contrast, collection of a DTA signal requires only an intact cell, does not 

do any damage to the cell’s cycling performance, and can be reproduced reliably.  As 

discussed in section 2.1.1, if the experimentalist has access to the proper phase diagrams, 

the salt content in a Li-ion cell can be determined in a repeatable manner by DTA. 
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Chapter 3: Li-ion Cells 

Li-ion cells are lithium based rechargeable electrochemical devices with a wide 

variety of configurations and specializations.  All Li-ion cells rely on the exchange of 

lithium atoms between lithium storage structures. 

 
Figure 3.1: A schematic diagram of a Li-ion cell. The electrodes store Li+ ions, while the 

current collectors provide direct electrical connection to the outside circuit, and the 

separator and solid electrolyte interphases prevent rapid chemical reactions between the 

components of the cell. Reproduced with permission from Deijun Xiong, STUDIES OF 

THE EFFECTS OF ELECTROLYTE ADDITIVES ON LITHIUM-ION CELL 

PERFORMANCE, Preliminary Report, Dalhousie University, Halifax, NS (2014) 

Figure 3.1 shows a schematic of a Li-ion cell. The typical Li-ion cell is composed 

of a sealed container holding a positive and negative electrode that store Li+ ions, each 

bound to metallic current collectors that are connected to the external circuit, immersed in 

a nonaqueous lithium salt electrolyte through which Li+ ions move, and separated by a thin 

microporous film.  During charge, some external current drives electrons across the 
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external circuit, driving Li+ ions from the positive electrode to the negative, to ensure 

charge neutrality.  This drives the potentials of the positive and negative electrodes up and 

down, with respect to Li/Li+.  During discharge, some external load allows electrons to 

move from the negative electrode to the positive, which releases Li+ ions from the negative 

electrode to move to the positive electrode.  This drives the potentials of the positive and 

negative electrodes down and up, with respect to Li/Li+.  This movement of Li+ ions and 

electrons allows for energy to be stored almost reversibly.  The separator and is electrically 

insulating, and thus prevents shorting due to contact between the electrodes.   

Much work has been done in the development of a great number of electrodes and 

electrolytes, each with their own advantages.7,10,11  This allows for a great deal of variety 

in the cells that can be made.  A cell could be made that emphasizes power output, lifetime, 

affordability, energy density, or a general middle ground.  As each component will interact 

with each other, the design of cell to fit any specific parameter is not trivial. 

3.1 Electrodes 

Most positive and negative electrodes currently used are layered host materials that 

can reversibly store and release Li+ ions.  The electrode itself is usually composed of 96% 

active material, with about 2% each binder and conductive additive.  These additives help 

the electrode stay together and remain physically and electrically connected to a current 

collector, and thus the external circuit.12 Li-ion cell capacity degradation is understood to 

occur primarily at the electrodes, due to loss of available Li+ ions to reactions with the 

electrolyte.13  Thus, improving the performance and longevity of electrode materials is of 

great importance. 
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3.1.1 Negative Electrode 

Lithium atoms are very light and very reactive, properties which allow them to 

transfer significant amounts of charge per unit weight.  Thus, lithium is the ideal element 

for storing electrical charge in a rechargeable format.  However, while lithium is the best 

element for charge transfer, the development of a rechargeable battery was not simple.  The 

first lithium batteries were developed in the 1950s after the first nonaqueous electrolytes 

were developed, with which lithium would not react.7  These first lithium batteries used 

lithium metal as the negative electrode material.7,10  Though these cells showed promise, a 

pure lithium negative electrode is very unstable, and can produce reactive dendrites of 

lithium during the charging process due to uneven lithium deposition.14  A system 

comprised of an uncharged lattice where lithium ions could be reversibly inserted and 

extracted, or intercalated, was developed to prevent dendrite formation.  In most current 

commercial applications, the uncharged negative electrode lattice is composed of some 

form of graphite. Graphite electrode properties vary based on the source of the material, 

but in general, graphite has many advantages, such as low cost, extremely long cycle life, 

and relatively high specific capacity for its long cycle life.10   

Lithium intercalation into bulk graphite involves the insertion of lithium ions into 

the interstitial sites between individual aligned graphene sheets.15  These interstitial sites 

are not filled at random; rather, they are filled in stages.  At low voltage vs Li/Li+, the 

electrode has one filled lithium gallery per graphene layer, resulting in a composition of 

LiC6.
10  As the voltage increases, the electrode moves into stage two, where every other 

gallery is occupied, then stage three, where every third gallery is occupied, and so on, until 

the electrode is free of Li.  The opposite is true for decreasing voltage vs Li/Li+.   
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Intercalation of Li+ into graphite is very reversible, and thus graphite can be used 

in cells designed to have a long lifetime.  However, the specific capacity of graphite is 

relatively low, in comparison to compounds that use other strategies for lithium storage; 

while graphite has a theoretical maximum specific capacity of 372 mAh/g,10 silicon has a 

theoretical maximum capacity of 3580 mAh/g, which it reaches by alloying with Li.16,17  

However, silicon electrodes undergo significant structural changes during cycling, in order 

to reach this capacity.  Most importantly, the electrode will expand up to 300%.17  This 

causes the electrode to expand and contract with each cycle, which can lead to cracking 

during discharge, significantly damaging the electrode’s ability to store lithium.  This 

damage can lead to rapid loss of capacity.17,18  Though there is much research being done 

to find a replacement material for graphite with higher theoretical capacity, graphite 

remains the negative electrode material of choice for most applications.19 

3.1.2 Positive Electrode  

Most positive electrode materials used in Li-ion batteries consist of some form of 

layered lithium transition metal oxide.  Intercalation of the positive electrode works 

similarly to that of the negative electrode, with Li+ ions slotting into sites between sheets 

of metal oxide.  The exact organization of the sites and sheets varies, depending on the 

metal-oxide used.  The first Li-ion positive electrode to be used commercially, and one of 

the most common in use today,19–21 is LiCoO2, also called LCO.  While LCO offers both 

safety and high energy density, cobalt is expensive and the safety and energy density can 

be further improved.10,19  Alternatives include LiNi1-x-yMnxCoyO2 (NMC), 

LiNi0.8Co0.15Al0.05O2 (NCA), and LiMn2O4 (LMO).  These structures all offer benefits and 
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drawbacks; NMC is very tunable, and is safer, but its cost and capacity depend on the 

amount of cobalt used,10,19 NCA has higher capacity, but shows significant loss of capacity 

during charge-discharge cycling over 40°C,19 and LMO, though inexpensive and non-toxic 

due to the lack of cobalt, has poor longevity in Li-ion cells.10,19,22 

3.2 Separators 

Li-ion cells utilize a thin, porous, electronically insulating separator material, often 

polyethylene or polypropylene, to prevent direct electrical contact between the positive and 

negative electrodes. A good separator must be porous enough to allow for ionic transport 

in the cell, but be inert to the electrolyte.7,10,23  Separators are vital to the Li-ion cell, but 

are not involved in electrolyte degradation, and are thus unimportant to Li-ion DTA 

experiments. 

3.3 Electrolytes in Li-ion Cells 

Li-ion cells require an electronically insulating, ionically conducting medium 

through which Li+ ions can be transferred from one electrode to the other.  In the case of 

Li-ion cells, this medium is usually a liquid electrolyte, composed of some combination of 

cyclic and linear organic solvents, lithium salts, and other chemicals in small 

concentrations.  Lithium salts are used to impart ionic conductivity and allow for Li+ ion 

transport.  The solvent component is usually comprised of a combination of two or more 

solvents with different properties, that combine to form compromises of their better 

qualities, while avoiding the worse ones.  The other chemicals, commonly called additives, 

are a wide variety of types of chemicals, used to modify specific properties of the cell, 

while not interfering with the properties of the bulk electrolyte. 
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3.3.1 Solid Electrolyte Interphase 

Though negative electrodes composed of graphite avoid dendrite formation, 

lithiated graphite is very reactive.  At low voltage vs Li/Li+, the electrode will reduce many 

organic solvents.  In some cases, solvent molecules will even intercalate alongside the Li+ 

ions, exfoliating the graphite surface.21  These processes cause rapid and irreversible 

degradation of both the electrode and electrolyte, starting from the first charge.  In the 

1990s, ethylene carbonate (EC) was found to form a passivating layer of ionically 

conductive, electronically insulating material on the negative electrode during the first 

charge.  This layer then prevented further reductive reactions, and allowed for long lived 

cells.24  This layer is called the solid electrolyte interphase (SEI).  However, pure EC 

freezes at 34.6°C,25 rendering it solid at room temperature.  An electrolyte with only EC 

solvent would have very low ionic conductivity.7  Thus, optimization of stable, useful 

electrolytes for use in Li-ion cells began. 

The SEI is a subject of considerable study in the electrochemical literature as its 

study is vital for the development of long lived, high energy density cells.7  As the 

intercalation process in graphite only causes 10% volume expansion, the structure of the 

SEI is not stressed by repeated cycles.26  However, minor side reactions, referred to as 

parasitic reactions, can occur between the electrolyte and the electrode despite the 

insulating nature of the SEI.  These reactions have many effects on the cell, including the 

gradual expansion of the SEI, the trapping of Li+ ions, and gradual changes to the chemistry 

of the electrolyte.  The SEI is also important to the development of high energy density 

cells, as the higher voltages vs Li/Li+ can induce oxidative reactions that are prevented by 

another SEI at the positive electrode.  Finally, though it was previously believed that EC 
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was required to develop the SEI, certain additive blends may be able to accomplish the 

same effect.27  

Though the SEI is important to the consideration of Li-ion electrolyte chemistries, 

Li-ion DTA cannot probe it directly.  The closest DTA can come to direct examination is 

by a pair of tests before and after the first charge.  The differences in the DTA curves could 

then show which components of the bulk electrolyte reacted to form a solid state.  This 

process, though potentially valuable, is not a focus of this work, and has not yet been 

studied.  

3.3.2 Requirements in Electrolyte Design 

There are many solvents that have been used for Li-ion cells.  Selection of these 

solvents holds to several design parameters, starting with stability.  At a fundamental level, 

solvents for use in Li-ion cell electrolytes must be kinetically stable at voltages between 0 

and ~4.5 V vs Li/Li+, since the electrodes potentially span that range. They must then be 

inert to all cell components, be safe (non-toxic, low autoignition temperature, non-

explosive), be stable in a practical temperature range (up to ~70°C), and be 

environmentally friendly, or at least benign.  These are all vital metrics of cell function; 

lacking any of them will disqualify a solvent.  Thus, these factors act to select for what 

electrolyte blends are viable, rather than what blends are ideal.   

There are several other metrics that can be tuned more reliably than the rather 

simple problem of safety.  These include the operational temperature range, the dielectric 

constant and viscosity.  The operational temperature range is the range within which the 

electrolyte is liquid.  The viscosity and dielectric constant come together to determine the 
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ionic conductivity, related to the ease by which ions can move through the electrolyte.  

While all solvents have different properties, a combination of two solvents with different 

melting points, viscosities, or dielectric constants will create a mixed solvent with 

properties of both. 

The melting temperature of the electrolyte is important when determining the 

temperature range the cell can tolerate, as below this temperature, the electrolyte will lose 

conductivity.  The upper temperature limit is usually 60°C and limited by electrolyte 

decomposition.  For example, an electrolyte containing a high quantity of a solvent like 

ethyl methyl carbonate, whose melting point is low (-55°C), such as a 3:7 weight percent 

mixture of EC to EMC, will have an operational range of about -30°C to 60°C.  However, 

an electrolyte with a greater concentration of a solvent like dimethyl carbonate (DMC), 

with a higher melting point (4.6°C), such as a 3:7 weight ratio of EC to DMC, will have an 

operational range of -5°C to 60°C, due to the high melting point of the DMC.  While the 

boiling point of an electrolyte might come into play, other components of the cell usually 

have much lower upper temperature limitations.  For example, DMC has a rather low 

boiling point among organic solvents, at 91°C, 25 but LiPF6 begins to degrade around 70°C.  

One would not likely create a solvent solution that could boil before the salt began to 

degrade.   

3.3.3 Ion Transport Properties 

The primary role of the electrolyte after formation of the SEI is in transporting Li+ 

ions between the positive and negative electrodes.  There are several properties of solvents 

used in Li-ion electrolytes that define how well a solvent does this.  The most important of 
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these are the viscosity and dielectric constant, which determine the ionic conductivity of 

the solvent.  A solvent’s dielectric constant quantifies the solvent’s ability to dissolve salts 

into their constituent cations and anions; high dielectric constants are good.  A solvent’s 

viscosity is the measure of the fluidity of the solvent; low viscosity is good.  Many cyclic 

carbonates useful in Li-ion cells are strongly polar, giving them very high dielectric 

constants and high viscosity.  EC is one such solvent, and while it helps to form a good 

SEI, its high viscosity limits ion conductivity.  However, the viscosity and dielectric 

constant of a mixture of two solvents is can be modelled in terms of the properties of the 

base solvents, as in equations 2 and 37:  

𝜀𝑠 = 𝑥1𝜀1 + 𝑥2𝜀2, (2) 

𝜂𝑠 = 𝜂1
𝑥1𝜂2

𝑥2 , (3) 

where 𝜀𝑠 , and 𝜂𝑠  are the dielectric constant and viscosity of the mixed solution, and 

𝜂𝑠 , 𝜀𝑖  and 𝑥𝑖  describe the viscosity, dielectric constant and volume fraction of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ 

component, respectively.  This behaviour is caused by the way solvent mixtures behave 

around ionic solutes.  More polar cyclic compounds are more attracted to the salt ions and 

can thus flow more easily through the less viscous solvent.  Conventionally, the less 

viscous solvents are linear carbonates, which have lower dielectric constants and  

viscosities than cyclic carbonates.  Thus, non-ideal properties can be balanced by the 

addition of another nonaqueous solvent with complementary properties. 

Ionic conductivity quantifies the ability of the electrolyte to conduct ions between 

the electrodes in the cell.  As with the viscosity and dielectric constant, the ionic 

conductivity can be modelled , as shown by equation 47: 
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𝜎 = ∑ 𝑛𝑖𝜇𝑖𝑍𝑖𝑒

𝑖

. (4) 

In this equation, 𝑛𝑖 , 𝜇𝑖 , and 𝑍𝑖  describe the number of free ions per unit volume, ionic 

mobility, and valence of ionic species i, respectively.  While the dielectric constant 

determines 𝑛𝑖 , the viscosity determines the mobility, as in equation 57: 

𝜇𝑖 =
1

6𝜋𝜂𝑟𝑖
, (5) 

where 𝑟𝑖  is the solvation radius, according to the Stokes-Einstein equation. 

Salt concentration also affects viscosity and ionic conductivity.  Increasing salt 

concentration increases viscosity, as the additional ions reduce overall fluidity, but the ions 

introduced by the salt also increase the number of charge carriers, thus increasing ionic 

conductivity.28  At low salt concentrations, adding salt will increase the electrolyte’s ion 

conductivity.  At higher concentrations, the increased viscosity overcomes the contribution 

from the additional charge carriers, and the electrolyte reaches a maximum conductivity, 

unique to the solvent mixture.28  

This work focuses on EC and EMC in the primary research, with some attention to 

DMC.  The work concerning DMC is a development of a compositional phase diagram of 

DMC and LiPF6, discussed in chapter 4.  The work concerning EC and EMC is a survey 

of the degradation of Li-ion cell electrolytes at over long cycle lifetimes, as discussed in 

chapter 5. 

3.3.4 Lithium Salts 

While there are several possible lithium salts, there are a few important 

requirements imposed upon a Li-ion cell solute.  Lithium salts used in Li-ion electrolytes 
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must be able to dissolve completely in the solvent, have a non-toxic anion, be thermally 

stable, and be inert to the rest of the cell, including the solvent and electrodes.  These 

requirements have led to the field of lithium salts being whittled down to a handful of viable 

compounds, including LiBF4, LiPF6, LiAsF6, LiN(SO2F)2 (LiFSI), LiN(SO2CF3)2 

(LiTFSI), LiB(C2O4)2 (LiBOB), and LiClO4.  Of these, LiPF6 is the most viable; though it 

does not excel in any one area, it is the best overall,7,10 and has seen the most use in 

commercially available Li-ion cells.21  The cells used in this thesis employ LiPF6.   

3.3.5 Additives 

Additives are chemicals added to a Li-ion cell electrolyte in small relative quantities 

– on the order of a few percent – that have significant effects on cell performance.  Their 

low concentration means that they usually have little effect on the bulk properties of the 

electrolyte, such as viscosity, conductivity, and melting point.  Most additives are 

consumed in the formation cycle of the first charge and create a more stable SEI than would 

be created by standard solvent.  As the long-term degradation of the SEI is a significant 

factor in Li-ion cell death, a more stable SEI makes for a longer lived cell.  Thus, additives 

can be used to subtly modify an electrolyte, without sacrificing the desired solvent 

properties, or significantly changing manufacturing procedures.   

Many chemicals have been used as additives, such carbonate solvents,21,29 various 

sulfur containing compounds,30–32 and even some lithium salts.33  This thesis utilizes four 

additives in two sets.  The first is a single additive; vinylene carbonate (VC).  The second 

set is a blend of three individual additives, Prop-1-ene-1,3-sultone (PES), Tris-

(trimethylsilyl)-phosphite (TTSPi), and 1,3,2-Dioxathiolane-2,-2dioxide (DTD, or 
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ethylene sulfate), in a ratio of 211 by weight.  These two sets are referred to, in this thesis, 

as VC and PES-211D. 

Vinylene carbonate is one of the most commonly used additives.32  Vinylene 

carbonate is referred to as a reduction type additive. This means that it has a higher 

reduction potential than the bulk solvent.  Thus, on the first charge, the VC in an electrolyte 

will preferentially reduce into a film on the negative electrode, before the rest of the solvent 

is affected.  This improves the negative electrode SEI and inhibits further reduction at that 

electrode.  Further, this SEI has been shown to be resistant to degradation by PF5 and 

suppress the formation of LiF.34  In experiment, VC has been shown to increase coulombic 

efficiency – the ratio of the discharge capacity to the capacity of the previous charge – as 

well as reduce charge endpoint capacity slippage, increase cycle life,35 and reduce 

impedance at the positive cathode,21,36 while exhibiting no negative effects on the cell as a 

whole.21  

While VC is a well understood, commercially developed additive, PES-211D is an 

example of a blend that is not as well understood, but shows better overall performance, 

especially at higher voltage.  However, each component has been shown to yield significant 

benefits by themselves.  PES has been shown to form an SEI on the positive and negative 

electrodes, while producing less gas and showing better cycling performance at elevated 

temperatures than similar cells cycled with VC.37,38  DTD has been less studied, but has 

been shown to form an SEI film that can compete with VC.31,32 TTSPi has been shown to 

reduce impedance, parasitic reaction rates, and charge endpoint capacity slippage.39  PES-

211D was developed as an additive blend by Wang et al., in a larger work attempting to 

develop competitive additive blends for Li-ion cells.40  It was the best performing of all the 
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additive blends in the work, and performed considerably better than the VC standard, 

especially in terms of gas production and cycle life at high temperature. 40 

As the mechanisms by which electrolyte additives function are not systemically 

understood, there is no framework for finding new additives.  Thus, development in this 

area is mostly trial and error.  As this trial consists of making cells with test additives and 

cycling them until differences can be determined, exploration of new additives is not 

simple or fast.  However, Li-ion DTA could be used to develop an understanding of the 

effects additives have on electrolyte state, as described in section 7.2.6.  

3.4 Electrolyte Degradation 

The ideal Li-ion cell would not experience any loss of performance and would thus 

last forever.  For this to happen, the components of the cell would have to remain inert to 

each other, with only the desired intercalation reactions occurring.  However, there are 

several unwanted reactions that occur in the cell, that cause gradual degradation of 

performance, until the eventual death of the cell.  Two of these, transesterification and 

parasitic reactions, can involve the electrolyte.13  Parasitic reactions are a broad class of 

unwanted reactions that occur at the electrode interface that involve the electrolyte and 

active Li+ ions.13,41,42  Transesterification, in the context of Li-ion cells, is a set of reactions 

in the bulk electrolyte that occur between solvent molecules, often initiated by products of 

parasitic reactions, which result in their transformation into other solvents.43  These 

reactions will only be discussed in reference to their effects on the electrolyte, and this 

thesis will discuss parasitic reactions and transesterification as distinct processes. 
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3.4.1 Parasitic Reactions 

As parasitic reactions occur inside the cell, individual processes often cannot be 

singled out and observed directly.  However, there are a variety of methods to detect them 

indirectly.  These are usually conducted as measurements of deviation from optimal cycling 

behaviour.  For example, parasitic reactions can create gas in the cell, unlike Li 

intercalation, so an increase in the gas content of a cell indicates the occurrence of parasitic 

reactions.44  Parasitic reactions can also change the coulombic efficiency of a cell, so 

careful measurement of a cell’s charge transfer can show the degree to which parasitic 

reactions have occurred.  Finally,  parasitic reactions can cause slow degradation of  a cell’s 

cycling capacity in storage, especially at high temperatures and pressures, so stored cells 

can be monitored to observe the degree to which parasitic reactions occur.45,46  However, 

these methods only serve to determine whether or not parasitic reactions have occurred, 

and to what degree they have done so.  Precise measurement of the heat flow in the cell 

can be used to directly study the rate to which parasitic reactions are occurring, but even 

that method cannot show what exact reactions are occuring.47,48   

DTA can only measure the changes in an electrolyte that occur over long time 

scales. There are no plans to increase sensitivity to where the minute cycle-to-cycle 

changes can be detected, but plans have been made to study electrolytes before and after 

formation, as in section 7.2.6. Further, only the changes to the liquid electrolyte can be 

directly measured; the liquid, solid and gaseous state reaction products are not usually 

analyzable by DTA.  Generated liquid products are usually present in only a few percent,49 

which would affect DTA signals slightly,5 the gaseous products may not have a phase 

transition in the temperature range of interest, and if the solid state products did go through 
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a phase transition, the enthalpy changes would likely be too complex and subtle to be 

interpreted. 

Several forms of parasitic reactions involve irreversible processes that consume the 

bulk electrolyte.  The broad forms discussed here are the solvent consumption process of 

SEI growth, and electrolyte oxidation at high cell potentials.13 

When a cell is charged or discharged, small amounts of intercalated Li+ ions will 

irreversibly react at the negative electrode SEI to thicken the passivating layer.  As this 

process traps active Li+ ions in the SEI, it induces capacity loss.  This reaction requires an 

electron contribution from the negative electrode, that must diffuse through the SEI; as the 

SEI grows with t1/2,41 this process will slow as the cell ages.13  As this process does not 

involve Li+ ions originally solvated in the electrolyte, the salt content of the electrolyte is 

not changed. However, as this mechanism involves the reduction of electrolyte molecules, 

the salt:solvent ratio in the electrolyte can change, making it detectable by DTA. 

One goal of Li-ion cell design is the increase of energy density. One way to do this 

is to increase the voltage of the positive electrode. However, the organic compounds that 

compose the bulk of the electrolyte material in a formed cell have certain windows of 

kinetic stability, usually between 0-4.5 V vs Li/Li+, outside which they are susceptible to 

oxidation or reduction.13  While these oxidative reactions can proceed along many 

pathways, there are two of note that will be described here. The first is that, in high potential 

cells, the positive electrode can oxidize the electrolyte at the positive electrode, despite the 

electronically insulating SEI.  This will cause some amount of solvent to oxidize, turn into 

some other molecules, and emit the equivalent amount of 𝑒− into the electrode during 

every cycle.  These 𝑒− will then remove a Li+ ion from the electrolyte and into the negative 
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or positive electrode by charge neutrality, depending on whether the cell is under a load or 

in open circuit conditions.13  Thus, this process consumes solvent molecules and a number 

of Li+ ions at most equal to the number of 𝑒−released by solvent oxidation.  Both the 

solvent and Li+ consumption can be detected by DTA but differentiating between the 

effects is not trivial.  A second oxidative reaction scheme involves a shuttle process, where 

the oxidized solvent molecule travels to the negative electrode and is reduced.  In some 

cases, this process is reversible, and results only in self discharge, as the solvent reaction 

drives charge transport in the cell. However, in a cell in open circuit conditions, the more 

likely result is the solvent reaction product staying on the negative electrode after the 

reduction reaction, thus consuming solvent and driving self-discharge.  This process will 

only consume solvent and is thus detectable by DTA. 

There are many forms of parasitic reactions; many of which consume some component of 

the cell.  While DTA measurements are not precise enough to determine the exact reactions 

taking place, the general trends of electrolyte depletion can be used to correlate trends in 

cell degradation to the electrolyte consumption processes occurring in the electrolyte. 

3.4.2 Transesterification 

Transesterification is a process by which esters transform into other esters.  In the 

case of Li-ion cells, this process can lead to an overall change in the composition of the 

electrolyte, independent of changes due to reactions at the electrodes.  This change is not 

ideal, as the solvent composition is usually fine-tuned for the desired properties.7   

There are many different kinds of transesterification reactions that can occur in a 

Li-ion cell depending on the electrolyte chemistry used.7,50,51 Examples are between two 
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EMC molecules to form DMC and diethyl carbonate (DEC),  and between EC and EMC, 

DMC, or DEC, to form ethyl methyl-2,5-dioxahexane carboxylate (EMOHC), dimethyl-

2,5-dioxahexane carboxylate (DMOHC) and diethyl-2,5-dioxahexane carboxylate 

(DEOHC), which are also called bis-carbonates.  These processes are linked and follow 

several reactions.  The first is a transesterification equilibrium between EMC, DEC, and 

DMC, following equation 6:52 

2𝐸𝑀𝐶 ⇌ 𝐷𝑀𝐶 + 𝐷𝐸𝐶. (6) 

At low temperatures, this reaction only occurs in the presence of lithium alkoxides, which 

are parasitic reaction products formed at low potentials vs Li/Li+.53–56  However, the 

transesterification reaction can also occur at high temperature, when the carbonates are 

combined with LiPF6, as in many Li-ion cells.51,56  Equation 7 shows the equilibrium 

between LiPF6, PF5, and LiF, which is driven to the right by the decomposition of LiPF6:
34   

𝐿𝑖𝑃𝐹6 ⇌ 𝐿𝑖𝐹 + 𝑃𝐹5. (7) 

The PF5 produced from equation 7 can also drive the transesterification reaction in 6.  A 

second, more complex, transesterification process occurs between EC and the linear 

carbonates: both the EMC, which is already present, and those produced by equation 6. 

These processes follow equations 8-10:  

+ ⇌ , (8)

 

+ ⇌ , (9)
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+ ⇌ . (10)

 

These processes produce DEOHC, DMOHC, and EMOHC, respectively. 

These processes are well known to occur; DEC, DMC, and bis-carbonates are found 

in cycled cells not initially containing those solvents.36,49,51,52,54,56,57  As with the reaction 

shown by equation 6 , the reactions shown by equations 8-10  are driven by different 

mechanisms, depending on the temperature of the electrolyte.  Kim et al. and Sasaki et al. 

show that the formation of the bis-carbonates, as well as DEC and DMC in EC/EMC 

electrolytes is initiated by lithium alkoxides carrying out nucleophilic reactions involving 

the solvent molecules, first creating intermediaries from the linear carbonates, and then 

opening the EC ring, allowing for the bis-carbonates to be formed from their 

conbination.53,54  Sloop et al. show that equations 8-10 can occur in heated solutions of 

EC/DMC and LiPF6.
57  Sloop, Abraham, and Zhang et al. explain this phenomenon by 

stating that the PF5 produced in the high temperature degradation of the LiPF6 as per 

equation 7 acts to polymerize EC, by removing one of the C-O bonds, thus opening the 

ring and allowing it to react with one of the linear carbonates present in the electrolyte. 

43,51,57   

Sasaki et al. also carry out an extensive investigation into the transesterification 

products formed in several combinations of lithium alkoxide, LiPF6 salt, and various 

solvents, and conclude that lithium alkoxide is the active species, at low temperature while 

PF5 acts as a catalyst to the reaction.54  This investigation shows that, while lithium 

alkoxides can drive the reactions, transesterification occurs much faster in the presence of 
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PF5, which lead to electrolytes being relatively stable at low temperatures, as LiPF6 is stable 

below 55°C.43   

Though they are known to be created in Li-ion cells, DMOHC, DEOHC, and 

EMOHC have not been studied extensively, and their exact effects on the electrolyte are 

not well known.  However, as they are quite viscous, they would reduce the overall 

conductivity of the electrolyte.54  Further, the full causal relationship between these 

changes in electrolyte and cell degradation is not understood.43  Finally, though EMOHC 

is described in the literature,42,50,52,53 it was not found in the electrolyte analysis carried out 

in this thesis. 

If reactions 8-10 are followed exactly, with uniform consumption of electrolyte 

components due to parasitic reactions, the relative proportions of the electrolyte at the end 

of cycling can be predicted.  An aged electrolyte should have some amount of consumed 

EMC, along with the same number of moles of EMOHC, DMC, DEC, DMOHC, and 

DEOHC, collectively.  DMC and DEC should be present in an amount equal to the lost 

EMC, minus the amounts of EMOHC and DMOHC and DEOHC, respectively.  As well, 

the EC concentration will be reduced by the amount of DMOHC, DEOHC, and EMOHC 

present.  This would suggest that EMC consumption would outpace the EC consumption, 

as EMC is involved in more active processes.  This deviation in the EC:EMC ratio is not 

ideal for DTA analysis, as it introduces new degrees of freedom to the degradation process; 

changing solvent component ratios may influence the DTA curves in unexpected ways.  
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Chapter 4: The LiPF6-DMC Phase Diagram 

While section 2.1.1 discussed solvent-solvent phase diagrams, salt-solvent phase 

diagrams are also of importance to DTA.  Salt-solvent diagrams are similar in principle to 

solvent-solvent diagrams but are more directly applicable to Li-ion cells, as they consider 

the effects of the lithium salt on the phase transitions of the solvent.  These diagrams are 

also more complex than solvent-solvent diagrams, particularly in the post-eutectic region. 

4.1 Motivation 

Though development of phase diagrams is vital for the interpretation of DTA 

curves, salt-solvent phase diagrams are also valuable for cell design in general.  These 

diagrams can show the viable temperature range for a cell by determining the liquidus 

temperature of the underlying electrolyte.  Once the temperature has dropped below the 

liquidus temperature, small amounts of frozen material begin to form.  These small 

amounts of material cause the ionic conductivity of the electrolyte to drop rapidly. 
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Figure 4.1: The conductivity of a sample of 1M LiPF6 in DMC and a DTA curve of a cell 

containing 1 M LiPF6 in DMC. The conductivity drop is caused by DMC freezing out of 

the sample at the liquidus point.  This data was previously published by the author in J. 

Electrochem. Soc.58  

Figure 4.1 shows that the conductivity of a 1M LiPF6 sample of DMC drops 

considerably at 0.1°C, near the liquidus temperature of the electrolyte.  This limits the 

functional operating temperature of a cell to the range of temperatures above the liquidus.  

As the conductivity of a cell’s electrolyte cannot easily be tested once the cell has been 

assembled, this method can thus be used to determine a cell’s effective temperature range.  

As many commercial cells contain high concentrations of DMC, functional temperature 

range is an active concern.  One such solvent mixture is 80:10:10 DMC:EC:EMC, whose 

high DMC content gives a high liquidus temperature.  Figure 4.2 shows the conductivity 

of this solvent mixture as it passes the liquidus temperature.  If a battery pack of this 
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chemistry were to be used in a car, and if said pack were to go below -4°C, for example in 

a Canadian winter, the pack itself would freeze.  The car would need to expend 

considerable energy heating the battery pack to prevent the electrolyte from passing its 

high liquidus point and causing the cells to fail.  Thus, knowing the liquidus temperature 

of an electrolyte already in a cell is valuable to the commercial proliferation of Li-ion cells. 

Note that, in all cases, the conductivity of the sample dropped several degrees above 

the liquidus temperature of the electrolyte.  This may be due to some change in the 

electrolyte around the liquidus temperature that causes conductivity fall, other than the 

phase transition, but is more likely due to experimental error.  The conductivity 

measurements were conducted with a probe that used several milliliters of electrolyte.  

Thus, as the test was performed by starting at low temperatures and scanning toward higher 

temperatures, there is a good chance that the electrolyte did not have time to completely 

melt through the phase transition. 
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Figure 4.2: The conductivity and DTA curve of 1 M LiPF6 in 80:10:10 DMC:EC:EMC, 

against temperature.  The solid and dashed red lines represent two tests that conflicted in 

exact value, but not in the overall trend. 

4.2 Construction of Phase Diagrams 

Compositional phase diagrams can be theoretically modelled, as in Ding’s work on 

binary and ternary solvent-solvent mixtures.59,60  Though these models are useful, 

compositional phase diagrams must be measured to be fully reliable.  To do so, DTA or 

DSC tests must be conducted on a sample at each point of interest in compositional space. 

When using DTA to create these diagrams, test cells of each composition of interest 

must be constructed, tested, and the resultant data analyzed.  The process of cell creation 
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is described in section 5.3, the creation of these cells follows that procedure, stopping at 

the wetting stage.  Though the resultant DTA curves may be quite complex, in the case of 

complex or post-eutectic electrolytes, a liquidus and solidus feature at least can be 

identified.  Then, the liquidus and solidus temperatures can be plotted against the 

composition of the electrolyte, and a phase diagram can be determined.  Distinct states can 

be identified by the presence of phase transitions, but the physical composition of the 

electrolyte cannot be determined by DTA.   

While solvent-solvent combinations are straightforward, the presence of lithium 

salts complicates the phase behaviour in unexpected ways.  At low concentrations of salt, 

the liquidus curve is depressed, as in a solvent-solvent system.  However, at higher 

concentrations, beyond the eutectic point, salt-solvent interactions also give rise to more 

complex behaviour.7,61,62   

In this thesis, a LiPF6-DMC phase diagram was constructed.  For this project, pouch 

cells were filled with electrolyte composed of DMC and LiPF6, where the molarity varied 

between 0 and 2 M, at intervals of 0.2 M.  Figure 4.3 shows the data produced by tests of 

these cells. 
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Figure 4.3: A set of DTA curves for LiPF6-DMC electrolytes between 0 and 2M, at 

intervals of 0.2 M. 
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Figure 4.4: The LiPF6-DMC phase diagram from 0 to 24% LiPF6 by weight. 

Figure 4.4 shows the pre-eutectic LiPF6-DMC phase diagram generated in this 

work.  The liquidus point can be seen to descend from the melting point of DMC, down to 

the solidus point of the LiPF6-DMC mixture.  This data suggests that the eutectic of the 

LiPF6-DMC mixture is located at approximately or 22 w% LiPF6.  As the eutectic is 

interpreted from DTA curves as being the composition at which all liquid freezes at one 

time, very careful study must be undertaken to determine its exact location. One feature in 

a DTA curve can imply the existence of a eutectic, or the existence of two phase transitions, 

very close to one another. 
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Though this dataset is informative as to the behaviour of the DMC-LiPF6 system, 

it is not practically useful for Li-ion battery development.  This electrolyte has a very high 

liquidus temperature and contains no EC or additives to passivate the negative electrode.  

However, this data and method serve as a model for how one would develop such datasets 

for more useful electrolyte systems.  Practical systems, e.g.  the LiPF6-DMC-EC system 

show more complex behaviour due to the additional degree of freedom of the EC 

component.  This complexity causes these types of systems, called ternary systems, to be 

far more difficult and time intensive to study. 

4.3 High Concentration Regions 

At high concentrations of salt, past the eutectic point, the salt-solvent system 

becomes less well behaved.  While before the eutectic the liquidus curve tends smoothly 

towards the solidus, as in Figure 4.3, post eutectic behaviour introduces several new 

features that behave in unexpected ways.  While a liquidus and solidus features can be 

identified, the new peaks do not trend toward known boundaries, and thus cannot be easily 

classified.  Figure 4.5 shows data collected from cells with concentrations of LiPF6 beyond 

the eutectic. 
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Figure 4.5: Part of the high concentration region of the LiPF6-DMC space, alongside the 

lower concentration data. 

It is known, from studies of other salt-solvent phase diagrams,61,62 that the 

behaviour of salt-solvent compositions greater than the eutectic concentration is more 

complex, than those with salt concentrations lower than the eutectic, so the observed 

behaviour is not without precedent.  However, the state of the electrolyte is especially 

unknown, as the simple model of solvent freezing out of the liquid electrolyte no longer 

holds.  Consideration of the effects of this behaviour is given in section 7.2.8. 
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Figure 4.6: A speculative phase diagram of the LiPF6-DMC system that includes regions 

of very high salt content.  The dashed lines represent possible phase transition, given the 

changes in the solidus at those points.  The A, B, and C phases are three phases whose 

composition cannot be determined by DTA.  The ellipse represents a particularly uncertain 

region in the solidus measurement. 

Even so, a speculative diagram for the LiPF6-DMC phase diagram that includes the 

higher concentration regions can be designed, as shown in Figure 4.6.  Note that this figure 

is somewhat theoretical; it is not known precisely where the eutectic is located, as the DTA 

features are relatively broad in that concentration region.  Further, the solidus in the 22-

32% LiPF6 region is erratic, which indicates more complex behaviour, or experimental 

error, as represented in Figure 4.6 by an ellipse.   
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 Figure 4.6 also includes regions labelled A, B, and C.  Phases B and C are likely 

not simply solid electrolyte, as they are divided by changes in the behaviour of the solidus 

line; as the solidus line changes, the energy needed to break the bonds changes, which 

indicates a change in the structure of the solid.  As well, phase A must be distinct, as it is 

separated by phase transitions from the other phases.  However, though these phases can 

be speculated to exist, their composition cannot be determined by DTA.  Cells were also 

made and tested up to 42% LiPF6, but these DTA curves displayed significant 

crystallizations, and were disposed of before the peak removal protocol was devised. 
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Chapter 5: Long Term Electrolyte Degradation   

The goal of this thesis is to develop and motivate a method by which the state of an 

electrolyte can be reliably determined solely via DTA.  To this end, several cells have been 

cycled to their complete death, while being tested regularly.  These cells were then 

disassembled, and the remaining electrolyte composition determined via GC/MS and ICP-

OES 

Once the composition was determined, replica cells with electrolytes of the 

composition described by GC/MS and ICP-OES were made.  These cells were used to 

verify the interpretation of the Li-ion DTA curves.  

5.1 Physical Properties of Dry Cells 

Cells of two types were produced for this thesis; core-shell cells, and NMC532 

cells.  Cells of another type, called Rock532 were produced for another project, but tested 

as part of the greater DTA work, and will be presented here.  The name “core-shell” is 

derived from the positive electrode material, which is composed of a high nickel content 

core and a high manganese content shell.63  The core shell cells were chosen for the 

development of phase diagrams, as they faced an intractable issue of significant gas 

production at high voltage and were thus unfit for general research, but viable for the 

creation of phase diagrams, which only require a cell filled with electrolyte.  Any pouch 

cells would suffice, but the core-shell cells were plentiful and not useful for other 

experiments.  The NMC532 cells produced for the long term cycling experiments shown 

here possess a positive electrode composed of Li(Ni0.5Mn0.3Co0.2)O2.  Finally, the Rock532 

cells, produced as part of a separate project, are different from the standard NMC532 cells 
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in that they incorporate a single crystalline cathode structure, as opposed to the 

polycrystalline structure of the NMC532 cell cathode. 

 Core-Shell NMC532 Rock 532 

Positive Electrode Li(Ni1-x-yMnxCoy)O2 Li(Ni0.5Mn0.3Co0.2)O2 Single Crystal NMC532 

PE Loading 16 mg/cm2 21.1 mg/cm2 21.1 mg/cm2 

PE Coating None Al2O3 TiO2 

Negative Electrode Artificial Graphite Natural Graphite Artificial Graphite 

NE Loading 9 mg/cm2 13.6 mg/cm2 13.6 mg/cm2 

Table 5.1: A brief summary of the physical properties of the cells used in this thesis. 

 Table 5.1 shows some of the physical properties of the cells used.  While the effects 

of different electrodes on the degradation of electrolyte is complex, it is assumed that 

different electrodes will not affect the results of tests taken before cycling, as in the 

determination of the DMC phase diagram. 

5.2 Electrolyte Produced 

The main experiment consisted of forty cells, split into groups based on electrolyte 

composition and upper cutoff voltage.  All cells were the same type, with a natural graphite 

negative electrode, and a positive electrode composed of Li(Ni0.5Mn0.3Co0.2)O2 at a loading 

of 21.1 mg/cm2.  All the cells produced for this experiment have a base electrolyte of 1 M 

LiF6 in 3:7 w/w EC:EMC.  Twenty of the cells use VC, while the other twenty use the PES-

211D additive blend.  A miscalculation was made during the initial cell creation that led to 

all additive concentrations being 85% of the correct value; 2%VC becomes 1.7% VC, and 

so on.  This deviation should not lead to significant differences from standard additive 
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concentrations.  The full names, structures, and available melting points of all the 

chemicals are presented in Table 5.2.  

Note that DEC, DMC, VC, PES, DTD, TTSPi, FEC, DMOHC, DEOHC, and 

EMOHC are sometimes present in the electrolyte in aged cells in small amounts of less 

than 3% by weight.  These are assumed to have negligible effect on the overall DTA signal 

structure and cell melting points.   
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Chemical Name Abbrev. Structure Melting 

Point 

Ethylene Carbonate EC 

 

36.4°C5,7,10 

Ethyl Methyl Carbonate EMC 

 

-53°C5 

Dimethyl Carbonate DMC 

 

4.6°C5 

Diethyl Carbonate DEC 

 

-74.3°C7,25 

Vinylene Carbonate VC 

 

20.5°Ca 

Prop-1-ene-1,3-sultone PES 

 

Solid at RT 

Tris-(trimethylsilyl)-

phosphite 

TTSPi 

 

Unknownb 

1,3,2-Dioxathiolane 2, 2-

dioxide 

DTD 

 

Solid at RT 

Fluoroethylene Carbonate FEC 

 

21.4°Ca 

Dimethyl-2,5-dioxahexane 

carboxylate 

DMOHC 

 

12.1°Ca 

Diethyl-2,5-dioxahexane 

carboxylate 

DEOHC 

 

Unknowna 

Ethyl Methyl-2,5-

dioxahexane carboxylate 

EMOHC 

 

Unknownb 

Table 5.2: Names, structures, and melting points of chemicals discussed in this thesis.   

                                                 
a See figures in Appendix A: Solvent Melting Points. 
b No value in chemical databases, no supply in the lab with which to determine by experiment. 
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5.3 Cell Preparation Method 

This work utilizes prismatic, 402035(40 by 20 by 3.5 mm) pouch cells for the study 

of electrolyte.  These cells are used because they can be easily filled with electrolyte, have 

standardized electrodes, and act as reasonable facsimiles of commercial cells.  These cells 

are received from the manufacturer sealed and dry with no electrolyte.  The cells were first 

dried of any residual water content by cutting the top of the gas bag and  vacuum drying in 

a glovebox antechamber at 100°C for 14 hours.  Following the drying process, they were 

moved into an argon-filled glove box and filled with electrolyte.  The filling procedure 

consists of first using a syringe to fill each cell with 0.9 ml of electrolyte. The cells were 

then placed in a vacuum wetting canister to draw the electrolyte into the jelly roll, the roll 

of electrodes and separator in the cell.  The cells were then sealed using a vacuum pouch 

sealer, which puts the cells under a pressure of -90kPa (relative to the glovebox 

atmosphere, which is at a slightly higher pressure than the outside atmosphere) prior to 

heat sealing at 160°C  for four seconds, to melt the open ends of the cell together.   

The cells were then removed from the glove box, placed in lab-built polypropylene 

cell holders, clamped with rubber blocks and steel shims, and left on a 1.5 V wetting rack 

in open air for 12-24 hours.  This wetting procedure both allows for the electrolyte to 

suffuse though the jelly roll and prevents the copper foil negative electrode current 

collector from oxidizing in the electrolyte.  Following this, the cells underwent the 

formation process, which consists of a first charge from 1.5 V to 3.8 V, where it is held for 

24 hours, followed by a second charge to the upper cutoff voltage, where it is held for 

another 24 hours.  The cell is then discharged to 3.0 V for cycling.  This formation process 

is optimized to produce a robust SEI.   
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5.4 Cycling Protocol 

The cycling protocol used here is called CCCV, which stands for constant current/ 

constant voltage.  This is a cycling protocol where a cell is charged to an upper setpoint 

voltage via a constant current, and then charged with a constant voltage until the current 

drawn hits 15 mA.  After this, the cell is discharged at the same current as its charge 

process.  The cell is cycled to and from its upper cutoff voltage at a standard cycling rate, 

with one low rate cycle every fifty cycles.  In this case, the standard charge rate used was 

“C/3”, while the low charge rate was “C/20.” The C notation describes the current used 

with reference to the cell’s initial capacity.  A C/3 current will charge the cell in three 

hours, while the C/20 current will charge it in 20 hours.  The cells were cycled at 55°C. 

Under normal conditions, these cells would take years to die completely.7,10  The 

high temperature was used to kill the cells relatively quickly, as the DTA experiment is 

interested in the full lifetime of the cell.  The single low cycle every twenty cycles can be 

used to determine valuable information as to the cell’s behaviour.  For example, internal 

impedance will gradually increase, in Li-ion cells undergoing long term cycling.  This 

impedance will prevent higher rate cycling from allowing the cell to reach full capacity.  

An occasional slower rate cycle will then allow the cell more time to fully charge, allowing 

for a more accurate determination of the cell’s capacity. 

5.5 Testing Protocol 

For the bulk of the experiment, cells were subjected to DTA on a schedule of cycle 

time, as opposed to cycle count.  The set of cells was split into four cohorts, where the first 

was tested every two weeks, the second was tested every month, and the third tested every 
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two months.  The fourth set was tested only on death, as a control.  The procedure for 

testing the cells was as described in section 2.1.3.  The resultant data was then compared 

against cycling times, to determine the behaviour of the electrolyte as the cell aged, as 

discussed in 0chapter 6. 

5.5.1 Primary Test – Results 

 
Figure 5.1: A typical DTA curve from a 1 M 3:7 (w%) EC:EMC LiPF6 pouch cell.  Several 

features are of note; A denotes the solidus region comprised of a low temperature peak, 

A1, and a high temperature peak, A2.  The third peak, B, is the liquidus feature. 

Figure 5.1 shows a typical EC/EMC LiPF6 DTA curve.  On this curve are labelled 

the first (feature A1) and second (feature A2) solidus peaks, as well as the liquidus peak 

(feature B).  In most cases, these features will be present in all the data presented in this 
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section, so these will be the features referenced in their discussion.  The 4.1 V datasets for 

VC and PES-211D show a fresh cell of that type, for reference. 

 
Figure 5.2: Cycling (left) and DTA (right) data for cell 52367, an NMC532/NG cell with  

1.0 M LiPF6 in 3:7 w% EC:EMC + 2VC electrolyte, cycled to 4.1V.  The cycle numbers 

where DTA test occurred are indicated on the legend. 

 
Figure 5.3: Cycling (left) and DTA (right) data for cell 52371, an NMC532/NG cell with  

1.0 M LiPF6 in 3:7 w% EC:EMC + 2VC electrolyte, cycled to 4.2V.  The cycle numbers 

where DTA test occurred are indicated on the legend. 
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Figure 5.4: Cycling (left) and DTA (right) data for cell 52375, an NMC532/NG cell with  

1.0 M LiPF6 in 3:7 w% EC:EMC + 2VC electrolyte, cycled to 4.3V.  The cycle numbers 

where DTA test occurred are indicated on the legend. 

 
Figure 5.5: Cycling (left) and DTA (right) data for cell 52377, an NMC532/NG cell with  

1.0 M LiPF6 in 3:7 w% EC:EMC + 2VC electrolyte, cycled to 4.4V.  The cycle numbers 

where DTA test occurred are indicated on the legend. 
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Figure 5.6: Cycling (left) and DTA (right) data for cell 52383, an NMC532/NG cell with  

1.0 M LiPF6 in 3:7 w% EC:EMC + 2VC electrolyte, cycled to 4.1V.  The cycle numbers 

where DTA test occurred are indicated on the legend. 

 
Figure 5.7: Cycling (left) and DTA (right) data for cell 52386, an NMC532/NG cell with  

1.0 M LiPF6 in 3:7 w% EC:EMC + PES-211D electrolyte, cycled to 4.1V.  The cycle 

numbers where DTA test occurred are indicated on the legend. 
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Figure 5.8: Cycling (left) and DTA (right) data for cell 52390, an NMC532/NG cell with  

1.0 M LiPF6 in 3:7 w% EC:EMC + PES-211D electrolyte, cycled to 4.2V.  The cycle 

numbers where DTA test occurred are indicated on the legend. 

 
Figure 5.9: Cycling (left) and DTA (right) data for cell 52393, an NMC532/NG cell with  

1.0 M LiPF6 in 3:7 w% EC:EMC + PES-211D electrolyte, cycled to 4.3V.  The cycle 

numbers where DTA test occurred are indicated on the legend. 
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Figure 5.10: Cycling(left) and DTA(right) data for cell 52399, an NMC532/NG cell with  

1.0 M LiPF6 in 3:7 w% EC:EMC + PES-211D electrolyte, cycled to 4.4V.  The cycle 

numbers where DTA test occurred are indicated on the legend. 

 
Figure 5.11: Cycling(left) and DTA(right) data for cell 52401, an NMC532/NG cell with  

1.0 M LiPF6 in 3:7 w% EC:EMC + PES-211D electrolyte, cycled to 4.5V.  The cycle 

numbers where DTA test occurred are indicated on the legend. 

Figure 5.2 through Figure 5.10 show the results from a selection of the cells with 

the most DTA testing.  Note that the cycling data grows more and more noisy as time goes 

on, starting after a few hundred cycles have elapsed.  This is likely due to the destruction 

of the positive electrode tab; this tab is composed of thin aluminum and grows weak after 
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long term storage at high temperature and voltage.  As a result, after around six to seven 

DTA tests, where alligator clips are attached and removed, the positive tab will break off, 

rendering any further cycling data noisier. 

These cells show several systematic trends through the cell death process, including 

a gradual reduction in size of peak A1, in the case of the VC containing cells.  As well, 

note the gradual increase in temperature of the liquidus peak.  This, along with negligible 

changes in the A region, indicates gradual salt consumption.  Figure 5.2 shows this well; 

though the cell has degraded in performance significantly, only minor changes have 

occurred in the cell’s electrolyte. 

Figure 5.5 through 5.6 show similar stories; at voltages above 4.3 V, VC containing 

cells lose capacity quickly, leading to salt consumption and electrolyte loss.  This is 

consistent with the literature, as VC containing Li-ion cells are known to show significant 

performance loss above 4.3 V.64  In contrast, cells with PES-211D continue to perform well 

at 4.4 V, before undergoing a similarly fast death at 4.5 V.   

However, high voltage cells that show catastrophic failure tend to show significant, 

near instantaneous change in the DTA curve.  This is correlated with change to the 

electrolyte, where significant portions of the EMC component are turned into DMC and 

DEC, according to the ex situ results.  Thus, these radically altered curves no longer hold 

to the A1, A2, B feature model, as those features are defined with respect to electrolytes 

dominated by an approximate 3:7 EC:EMC ratio.  
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5.5.2 Secondary Test – 2%VC High Voltage 

The 4.5V cells in the primary test were observed to experience dramatic failure 

within one hundred cycles that, due to time constraints, was not carefully studied.  Thus, a 

secondary test was devised to more carefully examine the behaviour of these cells under 

high voltage conditions.  Thus, two NMC532 cells were filled with 1 M LiPF6 in 3:7 

EC:EMC + 2%VC, and cycled at 4.5 V.  It was hypothesized that the same degradation 

pathways would be followed as in the primary test, but at a greater rate, due to the elevated 

voltage.  These cells were tested significantly more regularly, in order to capture the 

dramatic degradation observed in the primary test.  Cell 64928 was tested at every loss of 

five percent discharge capacity, while cell 64929 was tested every twenty percent loss of 

discharge capacity.  The data collected in this test is shown in Figure 5.12, Figure 5.13, and 

Figure 5.14.  The data collected on cell 64928 has been split into two sets of figures, Figure 

5.12, Figure 5.13, due to the significant degradation that occurs later in the cell’s life. 

 
Figure 5.12: Cycling(left) and DTA data(right) from cell 64928, a 1.0 M LiPF6 in 3:7 

EC:EMC 2VC 4.5 V NMC532/NG cell.  The black lines on the cycling data indicate the 

cycles at which the DTA tests were conducted.  This figure shows the first half of the tests 

conducted on the cell. 
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Figure 5.13: Cycling(left) and early DTA data(right) from cell 64928, a 1.0 M LiPF6 in 3:7 

EC:EMC 2VC 4.5 V NMC532/NG cell.  The black lines on the cycling data indicate the 

cycles at which the DTA tests were conducted. This figure shows the second half of the 

tests conducted on the cell. 

 
Figure 5.14: Cycling(left) and late DTA data(right) from cell 64929, a 1.0 M LiPF6 in 3:7 

EC:EMC 2VC 4.5 V NMC532/NG cell.  The black lines on the cycling data indicate the 

cycles at which the DTA tests were conducted.  This figure shows all tests conducted on 

the cell. 

There are several things of note in this experiment. The first is the extended 

lifetime.  These cells performed better than their 4.5 V counterparts the primary test, such 

as the one shown in Figure 5.6, as this cell maintained approximately 60% capacity at 100 
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cycles, where the 4.5 V cells in the primary test showed near zero capacity at this point.  

No explanation for this is known.  Second is the behaviour at low cycle numbers.  The 

long-lived primary test cells were not tested until several hundred cycles had elapsed, but 

these cells were tested regularly, from the first cycle forward.  Thus, these are the only cells 

whose early lives were well documented.  This early life then tells an interesting story.  In 

both cases, the solidus feature is broad in early tests, before beginning to sharpen as the 

cell degrades.  This would seem to suggest a considerable change in the electrolyte, which 

conventional DSC wisdom would hold to be an increase in the amount of the material 

causing the peak; in this case, EMC.  However, changes of area like this have recently been 

determined to be quite complex, as discussed in section 7.2.10.  In short, there may be very 

complex relationships between DTA curve area and the composition of the cell’s 

electrolyte. 

5.6 Replica Cells 

Once cells have been cycled until death, they are disassembled, and their electrolyte 

studied though various ex-situ methods.  Once this study is completed, cells are made that 

incorporate the electrolyte composition determined.  These cells are referred to as replica 

cells.  While DTA is a powerful tool, it cannot currently be used to quantitatively determine 

the exact materials in a cell.  GC-MS and ICP were used for precise, ex-situ analysis, and 

the results of those tests were used to create a new set of cells, or replicas.  Lauren 

Thompson did the GC/MS and ICP-OES work to determine the electrolyte composition.  

These replicas allow for the study of the exact composition of the electrolyte at the time of 
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death.  In this way, the degraded state of the cell can be compared to a fresh cell of the 

same electrolyte composition, which allows for an interpretation of the Li-ion DTA results. 

5.6.1 Ex-situ Study of Electrolyte 

The exact procedure used here was performed as described in Ellis et al.,65 using a 

salt-solvent separation technique developed and published by Petibon et al.49  This method 

of liquid-liquid extraction separates the solvents from the LiPF6, and uses gas 

chromatography and mass spectrometry to semi-quantitatively study electrolyte. This 

LiPF6 separation allows for the LiPF6 to be analyzed separately, and prevents the damage 

being done to the GC-MS by buildup of salt or LiF, or direct corrosion by HF or PF5.
49  

This process, and the results obtained, will be summarized here. 

5.6.2 Electrolyte Extraction Process 

First, the cells to be studied are discharged to approximately 0 V vs Li/Li+, for 

safety.  Then, the tabs and external markings are removed by scissors and acetone, 

respectively.  In order to remove the electrolyte without significant loss, several slits were 

opened in the top and bottom of the cell, and the cell is placed in a 15 ml polypropylene 

centrifuge vial and centrifuged at 2200 RPM for 20 minutes at 30°C. The extracted 

electrolyte was then moved by syringe to samples for GC-MS and ICP-OES study. 

5.6.3 Use of GC-MS and ICP-OES 

GC-MS sample preparation, as developed by Petibon et al.,48 consists of placing 

one drop of sample electrolyte in a  perfluoroalkoxy polymer centrifuge vial containing 10 

ml of dicholomethane and ~0.1 mL of pure water.  The dichloromethane serves to extract 
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the organic components, and the water serves to extract the salt.  The sample vials are then 

shaken for 15 minutes and centrifuged at 2200 rpm for 20 minutes at 20°C.  This procedure 

separates the sample into multiple, visible layers in the vial, the organic component of 

which can then be extracted into a GC-MS sample vial.   

The ICP-OES test samples were prepared by dilution of 0.10 g of each electrolyte 

in 15 ml vials containing 10 g of 2% HNO3.
65  These dilutions give sample concentrations 

in the measurable range, alongside the three-point calibration in 2% HNO3.  These samples 

were measured via a Perkin Elmer Optima 8000 ICP-OES.  

As discussed in section 2.2.5, the sample preparation requirement of two dilutions 

of an already small amount of sample electrolyte introduces considerable error in the 

measurement.   

5.6.4 Results of Ex-Situ Testing 

Cells 52367, 52371, 52371, 52373, 52386, 52390, 52393, 52398, 52375, 52328, 

and 52329 were studied with ex-situ testing.  The results of the ex-situ electrolyte studies 

were as summarized in Table 5.3 and Table 5.4.  While this table does not state this, no 

cells were found to contain any liquid additive.  As stated in section 3.4.2, while EMOHC 

was expected in these cells, it was not checked for.  The % transesterification column is 

calculated as (DMC+DEC)/(DMC+DEC+EMC).  Each GC-MS sample was tested twice, 

while each ICP-OES sample was tested three times, which allowed for the calculation of 

standard deviations for each value.66  Though these values have been excluded from Tables 

5.3 and 5.4, the ex situ results have a mean standard deviation of 0.71%, and a maximum 

of 3%. 
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Cell # Volt. Li (M) %EMC %EC %DEC %DMC %DEOHC %DMOHC %Trans. 

52367 4.1 V 0.7 60.01 29.07 4.224 3.399 2.06 1.23 11.2 

52371 4.2 V 0.42 62.11 26.8 1.96 2.47 4.06 2.628 6.7 

52373 4.3 V 0.92 55.71 30 7.008 5.24 1.188 0.8641 18.3 

52375 4.3 V 0.42 62.41 30.288 3.02 3 0.81 0.452 8.8 

64928 4.5 V 0.19 37.067 30.59 16.9 12.6 1.684 1.15 44.3 

64929 4.5 V 0.14 36.0 23.3 20.1 18.2 1.45 1.05 51.6 

Table 5.3: The results of the GC-MS and ICP-OES tests conducted on the VC cells ex-situ.  

The Volt. column describes the upper cutoff voltage of the cell, the Li (M) column 

describes the post-cycling molarity of the electrolyte, which started at 1.0 M, and the 

transesterification column is calculated by the ratio of DMC and DEC to DMC, DEC, and 

EMC.  All solvent columns are in weight percentages.  All cells started with 1.0 M LiPF6 

in 30:70 w% EC:EMC. 

Cell # Volt. Li (M) %EMC %EC %DEC %DMC %DEOHC %DMOHC %Trans. 

52386 4.1 V 1.24 59.77 28.72 4.81 3.68 1.832 1.188 12.4 

52390 4.2 V 1.12 58.98 31.56 3.595 2.89 1.797 1.173 9.91 

52393 4.3 V 1.13 61.7 32.1 2.952 1.969 0.808 0.511 7.39 

52398 4.4 V 0.88 59.16 29.3 5.04 3.75 1.641 1.125 12.9 

Table 5.4: The results of the GC-MS and ICP-OES tests conducted on the PES-211D cells 

ex-situ.  The Volt. column describes the upper cutoff voltage of the cell, the Li (M) column 

describes the post-cycling molarity of the electrolyte, which started at 1.0 M, and the 

transesterification column is calculated by the ratio of DMC and DEC to DMC, DEC, and 

EMC.  All solvent columns are in weight percentages.  All cells started with 1.0 M LiPF6 

in 30:70 w% EC:EMC. 

There are several important observations to be made from these tables. Of note are 

the relative amounts of lithium and EMC lost from the electrolyte.  The difference in 

remaining Li content in the PES-211D and VC cells is the most significant.  The PES-211D 

cells show little to no Li consumption, while the VC cells show universal Li consumption.  

Beyond this, there is very slightly more EMC consumption in the PES-211D cells, and 

very little EC consumption in either case.  Unfortunately, as there are large changes to the 

electrolyte occurring in the cell, it is difficult to assign the changes in any particular 

component to a specific degradation process, without extensive further work. 
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5.6.5 Replication of Determined Electrolyte State 

Once the state of the electrolyte was determined by GC-MS and ICP-OES, a 

selection of cells was filled as described.  As these cells were not to be cycled or formed, 

they were made using core-shell cells.  Further, to simplify the procedure and analysis 

somewhat, the DMOHC, EMOHC, and DEOHC components were neglected.  As these 

solvents were determined to be present in concentrations of less than two percent in all but 

one case, this is not expected to be a significant deviation from the true electrolyte state.   

Figure 5.15 through Figure 5.17 show the comparisons between cells 52367, 52373, 

and 64929 and their replicas.  There are several things of note; first if the size of the features 

in the replica cell DTA curves.  In all cases, the replicas are larger than the actual cells. As 

the replicas were filled with the same amount of electrolyte that the cycled cells were 

originally filled with, this suggests that the cells did undergo some electrolyte mass loss.  

Second is the slight offset of the liquidus feature in the 52371 and 52367 cell replicas.  This 

is possibly because the ICP-OES testing protocol used in this work was flawed and 

overestimated the concentration of lithium in the electrolyte samples.   

While 52367 and 52371 show relatively good agreement with the final test 

conducted on their respective cells, the replicas for cell 64929 are notable in how far off 

they are.  This suggests that some other factor in the cell, that was not included in the 

replicas, was very significantly influencing the electrolyte’s phase transitions.  For cell 

64929, this is most likely caused by the huge amounts of DEC and DMC created by 

transesterification which were not included in the replica electrolyte.  The replicas for cells 

52367 and 52371 also show slightly lower liquidus values than their corresponding cycled 

cells.  This has been correlated with concerns that the ICP-OES sample preparation method 
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used here is slightly underestimating the LiPF6 content of cycled electrolyte samples.  

Those concerns are now reinforced by the appearance of the replica cells.  

 
Figure 5.15: A comparison of the DTA data generate by the last test of cell 52367, a 1.0 M 

LiPF6 in 3:7 EC:EMC NMC532/NG cell cycled to 4.1V, and a replica cell made according 

to the electrolyte composition determined through ex situ tests on the same cell. 
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Figure 5.16: A comparison of the DTA data generate by the last test of cell 52371, a 1.0 M 

LiPF6 in 3:7 EC:EMC NMC532/NG cell cycled to 4.2V, and a replica cell made according 

to the electrolyte composition determined through ex situ tests on the same cell. 
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Figure 5.17: A comparison of the DTA data generate by the last test of cell 64929, a 1.0 M 

LiPF6 in 3:7 EC:EMC NMC532/NG cell cycled to 4.5V, and a replica cell made according 

to the electrolyte composition determined through ex situ tests on the same cell. 
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Chapter 6: Results and Discussion 

6.1 Comparison of Primary Test to EC:EMC DTA 

Prior to the work done in this thesis, there was an effort to characterize areas of 

interest in the EC:EMC space.  This work was carried out by Ryan Day, Sarah Hyatt, and 

Asher Wright.  This work will be used to study the finer details of the salt loss in the main 

experiment.   

First, it is assumed that the transesterification products, if there are only a few 

percent of them, will not significantly affect the DTA curve.  This can be assumed due to 

the small effect on the melting point of the bulk solvent by a second material present in 

concentrations of a few percent, as shown in section 2.1.1.  Then, the EC:EMC ratio can 

be reconstructed, ignoring the transesterification products.  This assumption will allow for 

the comparison to electrolytes of just EC and EMC, as shown in Table 6.1.   

VC Cells Voltage Li (M) %EMC %DEC %DMC %EC 
%EC: Linear 
Carbonate 

52367 4.1 V 0.70 60.01 4.224 3.399 29.07 30.1 
52371 4.2 V 0.42 62.11 1.96 2.47 26.8 28.7 
52373 4.3 V 0.92 55.71 7.008 5.24 30 30.6 
52375 4.3 V 0.42 62.41 3.03 3 30.288 30.7 

PES  
Cells 

Voltage Li (M) %EMC %DEC %DMC %EC 
%EC: Linear 
Carbonate 

52386 4.1 V 1.24 59.77 4.81 3.68 28.72 29.6 

52390 4.2 V 1.12 58.98 3.595 2.89 31.56 32.5 

52393 4.3 V 1.13 61.7 2.952 1.969 32.1 32.5 

52398 4.4 V 0.88 59.16 5.04 3.75 29.3 30.1 
Table 6.1: A comparison of the EC:EMC ratios of the opened cells, in terms of lost EMC 

content.  The Voltage column describes the upper cutoff voltages of the cells, the Li (M) 

column described the extracted lithium molarity, and the %EC: Linear Carbonate column 

describes the percent ratio of EC to the linear carbonates DEC, DMC, and EMC. 
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The “% EC Corrected” column shows the percent of remaining EC in terms of the 

ratio of EC to EMC, DEC, and DMC, ignoring other transesterification products.  Thus, 

cells studied before death show an increase in EC ratio less than three percent in PES-211D 

cells, and one percent in VC cells.  This can be compared to work done by Asher Wright 

in the characterization of the changes undertaken by a cell upon LiPF6 or EMC 

consumption as in Figures 6.1 and 6.2, respectively.  

 
Figure 6.1: DTA data collected on cells with a 33.3:66.6 ratio of EC:EMC and variable 

amounts of LiPF6.  This data represents the effects of salt consumption on the DTA curve 

of a cell that has undergone minor EMC consumption.  
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Figure 6.2: DTA data collected on cells with 1.0 M LiPF6 in EC:EMC cells with variable 

amounts of EC.  This data represents the effects of EMC consumption on a 1.0M EC:EMC 

solution that starts at 30:70 EC:EMC ratio.  

Figures 6.1 and 6.2 show the difficulty in studying the effects of cycling on 

EC:EMC cells; reduction of LiPF6 concentration has several similar effects to the 

consumption of EMC.  This is not surprising, as the addition of a salt to a solvent will cause 

melting point depression similar to the depression caused by the addition of a solvent with 

a low melting point, such as EMC. 

Of note is the minor feature A1. Figure 6.1 shows that this feature disappears with 

decreasing salt content, but Figure 6.2 shows that it also disappears with decreasing EMC 

content.  However, as in Figure 6.2, the feature does not disappear due to EMC 

consumption until the EC:EMC ratio reaches 1.4:2.  As this ratio is equivalent to 41:59 
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EC:EMC, and this ratio is far outside those shown by the confirmed ex situ data for VC 

cells which showed disappearance of the A1 feature, it can be assumed that the reduction 

in size of this peak in the experiments on Li-ion cells is due to the loss of salt. This is further 

reinforced by the difference observed between VC and PES-211D cells; VC cells saw this 

peak reduced, while PES-211D cells saw it less affected.  While neither showed EMC 

consumption to that degree, VC cells showed more salt consumption.  However, the 

behaviour of this peak was observed to be less predictable than that of the liquidus feature, 

and so it was not considered useful. 

However, while Figure 6.1 displays similar behaviour to the DTA trends shown in 

the primary experiment, Figure 6.2 shows that the EMC consumption would cause the 

liquidus peak to grow, not just shift in temperature.  As this was not found in the primary 

experiment, it can be solidly assumed that the changes observed are due to salt 

consumption.  However, there is some deviation from the 3:7 EC:EMC ratio.  Thus, as a 

solvent composition shift from 30:70 to 33:66 EC:EMC ratio is associated with a liquidus 

temperature increase of 5.7°C, there should be a 2-3°C change due to ~2% EC:Linear 

carbonate ratio change in cycled cells. Taking a rough approximation of the average ratio 

change in VC and PES cells, liquidus errors of 1.5°C on VC cells, 4°C on PES cells can be 

assumed.  

As the EMC consumption rate is rather minor, the most important factor in the 

movement of the liquidus is the consumption of LiPF6.  The X M LiPF6 3:7 EC:EMC 

system was explored by Ryan Day, using DSC.  Figure 6.3 shows the liquidus vs molarity 

data for this system.  This graph shows that, given negligible change in the EC:EMC ratio, 
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the change in liquidus point is linearly related to the change in molarity of the electrolyte, 

in the 0 to 1 M region. 

 
Figure 6.3: The relationship between decreasing LiPF6 molarity and the liquidus 

temperature for the 3:7 EC:EMC LiPF6 electrolyte, as determined by Ryan Day.  The red 

points indicate the liquidus temperatures measured from the DTA curves in Figure 6.1, 

representing the effects of minor EMC consumption. 

6.2 Liquidus Point Movement versus Cycle Life  

As in section 2.1.5, the peak locations of a DTA curve can be extracted.  If these 

peaks can be associated with any specific component of the electrolyte system, long term 

trends in the cell’s degradation can be described by comparison of DTA curves.  In this 

section, the location of the liquidus point has been signaled out as being an important 

measure as to the remaining concentration of salt.  Figure 6.4 shows the liquidus 

temperatures of the cells shown in section 5.5.1.  There are several aspects of note in this 
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diagram; first is the uniformity of the data collected on PES-211D cells.  This lack of 

variation in voltage shows that, for PES-211D, the salt content of the electrolyte is not 

strongly related to the cycling voltage of the cell.  Second, the separation between the VC 

and PES-211D cell data shows that the VC containing cell series has less salt in its 

electrolyte.  This would suggest that cells with VC additive consume more salt in 

formation, or early cycling. 

 
Figure 6.4: Liquidus points versus cycle count for a selection of the cells in the primary 

test, in shown in section 5.5.1.  The error bars arise from an ad hoc estimation of the ability 

of the intersection line method to determine the liquidus point, not of the curve’s ability to 

measure the liquidus temperature of the electrolyte. 

Figure 6.4 shows that additives can be ranked in performance and understood in 

their mechanisms using DTA testing.  PES-211D is a better additive set than VC, and this 

can be shown in-situ by the movement of the liquidus point in terms of cycle lifetime.  As 
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the VC curves show significantly more movement in the liquidus point, it can be concluded 

that PES-211D prevents salt consumption that occurs throughout the cycle life of the VC 

cell.  Further, as the liquidus points of the PES-211D cells do not move significantly 

throughout cell lifetime, the EMC consumption observed by ex-situ tests likely occurs at 

the beginning of cycling.  This is also likely to take place in the VC cells, though less clear; 

the liquidus movement in these cells is due to LiPF6 consumption.   

As in Tables 5.3 and 5.4, the cells in the primary study did not undergo significant 

loss of EC, and the ratio of EC to EMC remained relatively stable.  Thus, the data shown 

in Figure 6.4 can be recontextualized to show an approximation of the salt lost over the 

course of cycling.  This comparison is shown in Figure 6.5.  Note that each value has an 

associated error, of 0.12M for PES-211D cells, and 0.48M for 2VC cells, due to the 

deviation from the ideal 3:7 EC:EMC ratio. 
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Figure 6.5: Approximate LiPF6 molarity, calculated by neglecting the influence of EMC 

loss on the measured liquidus temperature.  PES-211D values have an uncertainty of 0.12 

M, while VC cells have an error of 0.048 M, as in the representative error bars. 

This shows that DTA can be used to test the salt content of the electrolyte in situ 

for the duration of the cell’s lifetime.  However, this simple model only holds for relatively 

constant EC:EMC ratios.  Salt concentrations in high voltage cells are overestimated.  As 

well, cells that are tested at extremely low capacity are overestimated in Li concentration.  

Both are due to the occurrence of EMC consumption, which has driven the liquidus 

temperature off the line expected by the constant ratio assumption.  However, as most 

commercial applications are interested almost exclusively in the performance of cells in 

the 100-80% capacity range, and the voltages that cause problems are already too high for 

long cycle lifetimes, the linear molarity-liquidus model is valid. 

As mentioned in Chapter 5, there were forty cells created in this series.  While one 

cell of each type was chosen for regular testing, the other cells also underwent DTA testing, 
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to varying degrees of regularity.  Thus, the molarity data from these cells can be extracted, 

and overlaid on Figure 6.5, as in Figure 6.6.   

 
Figure 6.6: The molarity-cycle count data for the less regularly tested cells overlaid against 

the data shown in Figure 6.5.  Dashes of different lengths are used to differentiate between 

molarity data from like cells. 

Solid lines denote cells tested regularly, while dashes of varying lengths have been 

used to differentiate between the less tested cells.  Here, we see that the PES-211D cells 

show consistent behaviour, regularly consuming little salt, while the VC cells show much 

more variation in salt consumption.  This is particularly clear for the four 4.2 VC cells, 

where some cells lost little salt and some lost about 0.5 M of salt.  This makes little sense, 
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as experiments should be repeatable.  A careful view of the DTA curves for the 4.2 V VC 

DTA cells (not shown here) shows the following: 

1.  The DTA curves of cells near cycle 150 for the four 4.2 V cells are not the same.  

In particular, the solidus features are very different. 

2.  One cell, given by the red circles in Figure 6.6, shows an increase in apparent 

salt content compared to cycle 1.  

Neither of these observations make sense.  As such, they cast into doubt the quality of the 

VC cells shown in the thesis.   

The author of this thesis made the VC cells near the beginning of his tenure in the 

laboratory.  At that time, the author of the thesis did not record the pre and post filling cell 

weights, or the weights of the cells underwater after filling.  It is therefore impossible to be 

sure that all cells had the same amount of electrolyte added and that a substantial fraction 

of EC was not pumped away during vacuum sealing in some cells.  Such a variation in the 

initial electrolyte composition could explain the results for the 4.2 V cells in Figure 6.6.    

The simple method of determining salt molarity based on liquidus position used 

here assumes that the initial EC:EMC ratio is the same for all cells during cycling.  This 

may not be the case for the 2% VC cells, but incomplete records mean that there is no way 

to check this.  It is clear that these experiments must be repeated in future in order to gain 

confidence.  Another important learning experience is that the DTA curve of every cell 

destined for long term testing should be measured immediately after formation to ensure 

all cells are showing the same initial DTA curve. 
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6.3 Electrolyte Changes in an Improved Cell Chemistry  

While the bulk of chapters 5 and 6 have been concerned with cells made during this 

thesis by the author, many more cells were tested concurrently that were made by others in 

the same lab.  This section details results obtained from one such cell series.  This series, 

cells 63397, 63399, 63401, 63403, 63404, and 63405, were constructed and otherwise 

tested by Will Stone as part of an unrelated experiment but were deemed valuable for DTA 

testing.  They are all single crystal NMC532 cells, cycled at 55°C, to an endpoint of 

approximately 700 cycles, using a cycling protocol similar to that used for the cells in the 

primary and secondary tests, with the same cycle rate and protocol, with upper cutoff 

voltages between 4.0 and 4.4 V.  These cells are quite different from the cells used in the 

primary and secondary tests, as they use a different positive electrode material, natural 

instead of artificial graphite, 1.2 M LiPF6 as opposed to 1.0 M LiPF6, and a different 

additive blend, 2% fluoroethylene carbonate (FEC) + 1% DTD.  These cells are, 

effectively, a more advanced form of the cells used in the primary experiment, as they have 

better electrodes, additives, and coating, but the same basic salt, solvent, and electrode 

materials. 

The cycling and DTA data from these cells are summarized in Figure 6.7 and Figure 

6.8, respectively.  As shown in Figure 6.7, these cells are much better than the NMC532 

cells used in the primary tests, in terms of cycle lifetime.  This is due to the single crystal 

NMC532 positive electrode being a significant improvement on the standard NMC532 

material.  As the left panel of Figure 6.8 shows, these cells do not show significant liquidus 

movement, suggesting little to no salt consumption.  However, the right panel shows 

significant movement in the solidus features at higher voltages.  This suggests that this 
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improved cell chemistry shows little electrolyte salt consumption, but still shows 

transesterification or parasitic reactions at elevated voltage.   

 As the electrolyte used in these cells is LiPF6 in EC:EMC 3:7, the same liquidus-

molarity conversion can be applied here as with the cells in the primary experiment.  While 

these cells were tested at only one point in their cycle life, we can determine the amount of 

salt lost.  These cells have an average molarity of 1.127 ± 0.036 M, while the fresh cell has 

a molarity of 1.143 M.  There may be a very slight linear trend between molarity and cell 

voltage, but the differences between the determined molarities are smaller than the error.  

This shows that the salt loss in these cells is so small as to be negligible, in comparison to 

the state of the salt content of the cells in the primary experiment. 

As with the cells in the primary experiment, these cells do not show significant 

EMC consumption with respect to time.  In general, the DTA data of these cells is very 

similar across the board.  The only real difference is in the positive peaks at low 

temperatures.  These show a consistent difference in form between cells at voltages above 

and below 4.3 V.  What this means is not known, but it may point to a more meaningful 

cause to these peaks.   
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Figure 6.7: Cycling data for cells 63397, 63399, 63401, 63403, 63404, 63405. The upper 

figure shows absolute capacity, while the lower figure shows normalized capacity over 

time. 
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Figure 6.8: DTA data for cells 63397, 63399, 63401, 63403, 63404, and 63405.  The left 

panel shows the DTA data from all the cells, while the right panel shows a closeup of the 

liquidus feature. 
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Chapter 7: Conclusion 

7.1 Conclusions 

Li-ion cells can be developed for a wide variety of applications and uses.  This wide 

variety of uses necessitates a wide variety of Li-ion cell configurations, including many 

complex electrolyte chemistries.  Conventional testing of these electrolytes is laborious, 

and often destructive to the cell.  Li-ion DTA can be used to test Li-ion cell electrolytes in 

situ, with no damage to the cell’s performance or overall health.  Further, as has been shown 

in this thesis, DTA can be used to probe the degradation mechanisms at work during long 

term, high temperature cycling. 

Several important conclusions can be taken from the results of this work.  It has 

been found that even small changes in the electrolyte can be associated with significant 

loss of cell performance.  As well, it has been found that, in the cells tested here, there are 

only very minor changes to the amount of liquid in the cell’s electrolyte; though there are 

certainly parasitic reactions occurring, the liquid electrolyte mass is roughly conserved 

through most of the cell’s life.   

It has also been found that electrolytes in identical cells containing VC and PES-

211D additives will follow distinct electrolyte degradation pathways.  While this can be 

found using GC-MS, this determination shows that DTA can be used to study these 

pathways without destruction of the cells.  This validates one of the more important 

questions of the method; whether it can be used to study differences in electrolyte 

degradation caused just by different additives.  This will allow the method to be used to 

directly study the ways additives affect cell degradation and help advance the 

understanding of Li-ion additives in general. 
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The exception to this is the cell’s behaviour near death.  When a cell, especially a 

high voltage cell, is near death, it is prone to rapid degradation in cycling capacity; a cell 

is more likely to decrease in performance rapidly after a period of slow degradation, than 

to degrade down to zero capacity in a consistent manner.  Though the exact mechanisms 

of this rapid degradation were not explored, it has been correlated to a rapid change in 

electrolyte over the same span of time. 

Finally, it has been shown that DTA can be used to determine the remaining Li 

content of cycled cells in situ, using a simple linear relationship between the liquidus point 

of the DTA curve, and the molarity of the electrolyte.  This simple model performs well 

over the majority of the cell’s life, where the EC:EMC ratio is relatively constant, but fails 

at the end of the cell’s life, where EMC consumption proceeds faster than EC consumption.   

7.2 Future Work 

While the work outlined in this thesis was ongoing, there were several other 

projects undertaken that used the DTA apparatus to various degrees.  While these projects 

are also ongoing, the work there has led to several prospective future projects.  This section 

outlines several of these and describes what might be learned or obtained from their 

completion. 

7.2.1 Development of Additional Phase Diagrams  

DTA requires robust phase diagrams so the result of a given test can be properly 

interpreted.  Unfortunately, compositional phase diagrams are very labor intensive to 

develop.  As of this writing, work is underway in the development of a phase diagram for 

EC:DMC:LiPF6 using DTA, and while this is one of the most commonly used electrolyte 
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compositions, there are many more.  These phase diagrams would allow for rapid analysis 

of the state of the electrolyte in any cell containing the same original electrolyte, provided 

the solvents do not change substantially by transesterification to other solvents not included 

in the phase diagram. 

As this thesis shows, electrolyte in good Li-ion cells does not change significantly 

throughout cycling.  Thus, though a full phase diagram would be of scholarly value, the 

practical Li-ion development process would be more interested in a very high resolution 

diagram, based around the region of the phase space through which an electrolyte degrades.  

Thus, to design a useful phase diagram, a series of cells would need to be studied via GC-

MS, to determine how the EC:DMC ratio changes between the first and last cycle. 

7.2.2 Observation of Dramatic Changes in the Electrolyte 

Over the course of this work, there have been several occasions where the capacity 

of a cell decreased sharply, and the state of the electrolyte changed dramatically, at the 

same time.  Figure 7.1 shows an example of this change that occurred in cell 64928.  

Unfortunately, this event was not successfully observed.  However, there are several 

important aspects of this change that can be noted.  
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Figure 7.1: A closeup of the cycling data and the relevant DTA curves of cell 64928, a 4.5 

V VC cell, when it went through rapid changes in electrolyte composition.  The black lines 

on the cycling data graph indicate cycles 239 and 253, before and after the significant 

change in electrolyte state. 

First, is that the breadth of the region over which the change occurs means that no 

determination of the order of the events can be made.  That is, the causal relationship 

between the loss of capacity and the change in electrolyte, if there is one, cannot be studied.  

However, one hypothesis is that this is caused by transesterification induced by Li plating.  

Li plating is a process where active lithium, instead of intercalating into an electrode, 

deposits on the surface. As this layer is not passivated, lithium alkoxides are created, and 

transesterification proceeds.  A number of further observations also back this up. 

Second, in most cases, while the cells had very poor capacity at C/3 cycling rate, 

they still displayed capacity at a C/20 cycling rate, as indicated by the capacity data points 

above the main C/3 data in Figure 7.1.  This disparity indicates that cells that undergo this 

change still possess most of their capacity but have developed significant internal 

impedance.  While it is possible that electrochemical impedance spectroscopy could be 
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used to study the source of the impedance, and whether it could be associated with the 

electrolyte or the electrodes, the cells shown here no longer exist.  

Third, while the state of the electrolyte was observed before and after the change, 

no intermediate measurement was made.  Thus, nothing is known about how the electrolyte 

changes from one curve to the other.  The features are shown to both shrink and move, 

indicating both a change in composition as well as a possible loss of liquid state solvent.  

However, this could also indicate that the final state is one with a significantly lower 

enthalpy of fusion, as in section 7.2.10. 

Fourth, as the event has never been directly observed, the speed at which the change 

occurs is not known.  Cell 64928 was observed to change dramatically over the course of 

fourteen cycles.  However, this still leaves a window of about fourteen hours where the 

electrolyte could have changed.  This may seem like a short amount of time, but while the 

cell was cycling at C/3, it has lost significant capacity, and so each cycle lasts about one 

hour on average. 

Fifth, the lack of change in the liquidus feature might indicate little consumption of 

lithium salt.  As in Figure 7.1, these sorts of rapid changes in electrolyte often leave the 

liquidus unmoved, which indicates that the salt concentration was not decreased 

significantly.  Thus, this is likely not a sudden increase in salt consuming parasitic 

reactions.   

Sixth, there is significant change in behaviour in the solidus feature, both in location 

and size.  This would indicate either some significantly increased rate of a parasitic reaction 

involving solvent, or some reaction, like transesterification changing the solvent into some 

other molecule.  
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Thus, it is likely that this change is brought on by a rapid increase in the rate of 

transesterification reactions.  This would indicate some significant increase in the relative 

amount of lithium alkoxides, which might be related to the rapid loss of capacity.  Some 

reaction using inventory Li+ like Li plating to create lithium alkoxides would explain most 

of the behaviour seen here. 

In general, a better understanding of this phenomenon, if it could be obtained,  could 

lead to a more complete understanding of the interactions between the electrolyte and cell.  

However, commercial interest in cells is generally limited to the 100-70% range of initial 

storage capacity of a cell’s lifetime, and this phenomenon has been, almost exclusively, 

observed at >50% capacity. 

7.2.3 Low Salt Tests 

The relationships between electrolyte salt molarity and Li-ion cell performance are 

not well known, beyond the ionic conductivity and viscosity of the electrolyte.  To start, it 

has been shown that cells with lower salt molarity experience dramatic capacity loss earlier 

than identical cells with greater salt molarities.  However, the observed change in salt 

concentration was relatively small in relation to the difference between the initial salt 

concentrations, as in Figure 7.2.  Thus, this failure is not due to some critical lack of salt.  

Note that the terms “hold” and “OCV” in Figure 7.2 refer to protocols where a cell is 

brought up to the described voltage, and either held at that voltage, or allowed to self-

discharge in open circuit conditions. 
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Figure 7.2: DTA curves of low salt tests.  All cycled cells were taken off after they reached 

80% of initial capacity.  Note that, this significant loss of capacity is correlated with 

minimal change in the electrolyte. 

As of this writing, several tests are being conducted on the effects of salt content 

on the function of li-ion cells.  These tests are being conducted on 30:70 EC:DMC, with 

salt concentrations varying between 0.2 and 0.8 M LiPF6.  Thus far, DTA has been used to 

test the 0.2 and 0.4 M cells once they reached 80% of their initial capacity and were 

considered dead.  Further work in this area will consist of tests on the rest of the cells once 

they reach death, and study of the remaining salt content, as determined by comparison to 

the EC:DMC LiPF6 phase diagram currently in construction.  This project hopes to 

determine if there is a link between the behaviour of an Li-ion cell near its death and the 

salt content at that point and in the cell’s history. 

7.2.4 Cylindrical Cell Performance Post DTA 

It has been observed, as in Figure 7.3, that some heavily cycled cylindrical cells 

report a slight improvement in capacity and voltage hysteresis post DTA testing.  
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Figure 7.3: Cycling data from cylindrical cells that displayed slight improvement after 

DTA testing (red) at approximately 400 cycles, in comparison to cells that did not undergo 

testing (blue), both in voltage hysteresis (A) and in the discharge capacity(B), especially at 

high voltages. 

This initial improvement was followed by long term improvement in lifetime, by 

10%.  No difference in behaviour was observed in cells that were tested with DTA while 

fresh and went on to long term cycling.  The effect has also not been observed to occur 

twice in one cell, or at all, in the case of pouch cells.  This fact leads to the hypothesis that 

the effect is related to some difference between the pouch and cylindrical cell form factors, 

or their treatment.  The only non-scale differences between pouch and cylinder form factors 

are pressure and electrode winding.  This then leads to the hypothesis that the effect could 

be related to internal cell pressure in some way. 

Though this behaviour was of interest, it was not determined what could have 

caused it.  The hypotheses considered as of this writing were, 1) that the contraction and 

expansion during freezing experienced by the electrolyte somehow damaged the SEI in 

such a way as to increase the reversible capacity of the cell and 2) that the decrease in 
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temperature might have affected solvation of pressurized gas products in the cell, changing 

its performance through modification of the electrolyte. 

If this process were better understood, it might be optimized for a considerable 

increase in the cycling lifetime of Li-ion cells. 

7.2.5 Exploration of Ternary Phase Diagrams 

While data on the phase diagrams of binary solvents in electrolytes system is very 

valuable, there are several chemistries of interest composed of three solvents and one salt.  

Two such chemistries are 70:5:25 DMC:EMC:EC, and 80:10:10 DMC:EC:EMC, both with 

LiPF6.  While the corresponding solvent systems can be computed theoretically,57 the 

solvent-salt systems must be investigated experimentally.  Unfortunately, a full survey of 

the systems would be prohibitively time intensive.  Direct study of the entire ternary solvent 

space would require several hundred cells, each requiring hours of DTA channel time.  A 

more practical survey would be the investigation of the regions of the ternary space 

surrounding the chemistries in question.  For example, if cells were to be made with solvent 

and salt concentrations within a few percent of the original composition at four 

concentrations for EMC, DMC, and LiPF6 separated by 5% weight percent each, one could 

develop a reasonably robust partial phase diagram that could describe small changes in the 

electrolyte reasonably well.  Such a project, assuming four data points in three degrees of 

freedom, would require only 64 cells.  This would cut down on the time requirement, while 

producing a phase diagram that would be more practical for the study of these ternary 

systems, at the cost of the ability to look at the greater picture of the ternary space.  
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7.2.6 Additive Study 

One of the unexplored uses of DTA is the in-situ study of the effects of additives 

on formation.  In this case, DTA could be used to study the effect of different additives on 

the electrolyte composition post-formation.  If the base electrolyte were known, and phase 

diagrams for said electrolyte were developed, a formed cell could undergo a DTA test, and 

the resultant signal could be used to roughly determine the compounds removed from the 

electrolyte during the formation process.  As the only change in formation is the creation 

of the SEI, this data would then grant information as to the composition of the SEI.  This 

would be valuable, as the composition of the SEI is very difficult to study.  This method 

could find a niche use in the early evaluation of the behaviour of additives in Li-ion cells, 

where the exact behaviour of an additive blend is not always well understood. 

Further, DTA could be used to study the amount of additive required to modify the 

SEI.  The ideal case for additives is to add as little as possible, so as to not disturb the 

properties of the bulk electrolyte.  A comparison of DTA tests on cells with a range of 

concentrations of an additive could be used to determine how much additive must be used 

to prevent SEI formation from consuming bulk solvent. 

7.2.7 Software Development  

MATLAB Software has been developed to that can take a set of given DTA files, 

in all currently used formats, and extract the data of interest, sort the resultant DTA curves 

by age, record said data in a separate file, and graph in a MATLAB exported image.  

Software is being developed that can determine the slopes, background subtracted signal, 

peak locations and feature areas with some user input.  Of interest would be software that 
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could receive a set of data set against cycle lifetime, and determine changes in peak area, 

peak location, and peak features in a relatively automated manner.  This could then be 

combined with phase diagram databases for rapid analysis of DTA curves. 

Further work would be in peak fitting.  While the solidus features of a DTA curve 

are generally not single Gaussians, they may be pseudo-Voight peaks, some other kind of 

standard curve, or a combination of multiple gaussians.  If this is the case, a program could 

be developed that would take in a background subtracted DTA signal and, with some user 

assistance, determine the exact features of the peaks.  This would make the signal analysis 

more robust.  The liquidus peaks, on the other hand, are very asymmetric, and probably 

cannot be fit with any common type of curve. 

7.2.8 Concentration Gradients and Room Temperature Cell Failure 

In some applications, Li-ion cells must be charged, discharged, and recharged 

rapidly.  In these cases, the lithium cell is rapidly intercalating and deintercalating lithium 

at the electrodes.  If the electrolyte is not given time to equilibrate, the cell can generate a 

concentration gradient of Li+ across the electrolyte.  If the cell has a high relative amount 

of a high freezing point solvent, this gradient may generate small areas where the 

electrolyte has a liquidus temperature at or near room temperature.  As discussed in section 

4.1, this would lead to a rapid drop in ionic conductivity, and thus a drop-off in cell 

performance.  This situation would be of interest to DTA, as studies could be made to 

determine how concentrated common electrolytes must become before room temperature 

failure becomes a present issue.  From this, charging procedures and cell chemistries could 

be developed that would prevent these concentrations from arising. 
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7.2.9 Heat Capacity/Background Slope 

It has been assumed, in previous work, that the background of a DTA curve was 

linear, and its slope irrelevant.  However, some recent tests have shown systematic 

relationships between electrolyte degradation and an increase in the slope of the 

background.   

 
Figure 7.4: A comparison of the background slopes observed in cells with different 

chemistries.  The black curves show DTA data for cells after three months of cycling, 

where the red curves are cells of the same chemistry after six months.  The cells in A and 

B have different additives and electrode chemsitries, but identical cycling procedures and 

conditions.   

As shown in Figure 7.4, this relationship is consistent.  Some cells start with lower 

background slopes that gradually increase over the course of months of testing, while cells 

with other chemistries do not change in the same way.  As this behaviour has been observed 

to be systematic, it should be related to some deeper metric of cell degradation.  If this were 

understood, it could be used to study the degradation of a cell. 
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Determining what this process may be is not simple, but hypotheses can be made.   

From the data in Figure 7.4, it has been observed that sample cells with degraded electrolyte 

start a DTA heating curve at a higher temperature than the reference, and end with 

temperatures much lower than the reference.  This relationship would seem to represent a 

situation where the sample cell has a larger heat capacity than the reference.  However, 

tests have been done on cells with different amounts of electrolyte, which do not show this 

background behaviour.  

7.2.10 Enthalpy of Fusion vs Composition 

Though the integral of the DTA curve is thought to represent the latent heat of the 

associated phase transition, the sizes of the peaks have been found to change in unexpected 

ways, in relation to the composition of the electrolyte.  This has been especially apparent 

in high salt concentration systems, where the area of the peak shrinks dramatically at high 

salt concentrations, before growing at even higher concentrations.  This behaviour has 

serious implications toward the use of DTA for testing the amount of electrolyte remaining 

in a cell; if the area of the peak changes with composition as well as with the amount of 

electrolyte remaining, analysis becomes considerably more difficult.  Figure 7.5 shows this 

trend. The curves in this figure represent cells with the same base electrolyte and different 

amounts of salt, but the phase transitions involve very different enthalpies of fusion.  

Further, these enthalpies shrink towards 1.4 m LiPF6, and then grow towards 1.8 m. 
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Figure 7.5: A comparison of the DTA curves of three cells with different salt concentrations 

and identical solvent compositions.  Note the significant changes in area, indicating 

significant changes in enthalpy of fusion. 

The trend shown in Figure 7.5 is not the only example of this sort of area change 

behaviour, simply one of the more dramatic examples.  This region of inquiry is new and 

will require significant work to determine the underlying behaviour.  This would likely be 

studied alongside the broader composition matrices. 

7.2.11 Finer Study of Post-Eutectic Regions 

Recently, work has been published on the phase diagrams of high salt content 

electrolytes.61,62  Han et al. and Seo et al. show phase diagrams for high salt concentration 

systems determined by DSC, as well as physical models for the behaviour. These models 
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rely on the existence of multiple configurations of solvent and salt molecules which then 

give rise to multiple phases.   

DTA has not been shown to do a good job of resolving features in the high salt 

concentration region, both due to the complexity of phase transition behaviour at those 

ranges, and the elevated phase transition temperatures of the high salt concentration 

solutions being  difficult to reach with the DTA apparatus.  However, an adaptation of this 

work, using DSC, applied to very high salt concentration LiPF6:DMC, or LiPF6:DMC:EC 

could be used to better understand the DTA data at those regions.  As a final note, Han et 

al. and Seo et al. only study interactions between single salts and single solvents; they do 

not have data for the effects of salt concentration in a binary solvent system, which is of 

interest to DTA. 

7.2.12 Extended Tests of Binary Phase Diagrams 

While DTA can be used to create compositional phase diagrams, another way to 

create phase diagrams is by DSC.  DSC does not require creation of Li-ion cells, is faster, 

uses significantly less electrolyte – samples on the order of milligrams vs a full gram –  and 

is developed specifically for the testing of fresh electrolytes.  This is in opposition to DTA, 

which is a more specialized tool for testing degraded cells.  Thus, work is being done to 

generate phase diagrams via DSC for use by DTA.  As of this writing, a DMC:EC:LiPF6 

phase diagram is being developed.  If this diagram can be shown to be identical to the 

diagram generated by DTA, finer study can be taken in the regions of interest.  For 

example, as this work has shown that relatively minor changes to the DTA curve can be 

correlated to significant cell performance degradation, DSC could be used to perform very 
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fine studies, on the order of differences of 1-2%, in the region of common electrolyte 

compositions.  

Further, while the tests presented here have only used LiPF6, there are other salts in use in 

this lab, and more in use outside of it.  It has previously been assumed that the salt-solvent 

interaction was independent of the anion contributed by the salt, but this may not be the 

case.  It has been suggested that anion-cation coordination systems within the solvent may 

be the cause of new phases in high salt concentration systems.61  If this is correct, then 

LiPF6 may have a very different effect on the melting behaviour of a solvent than, say, 

LiTFSI, which has a much larger anion.  One new project might be to test a simple salt-

solvent combination, whose LiPF6 equivalent has been well understood, such as the 

LiBOB-DMC or LiTFSI-DMC phase diagram and check to see if it matches the already 

known diagrams. 

7.2.13 Careful Study of Early Cell Life 

All cells in the secondary experiment, outlined in section 5.5.2 show changes in the 

first few cycles in a cell.  These changes were not documented in the primary experiment.  

This suggest that there may be early life behaviour in these cells, at lower voltages that was 

not observed.  One possibility is that, at high temperatures, LiPF6 may decompose until an 

equilibrium is reached between LiPF6, LiF and PF5, thus driving transesterification to some 

upper limit, or higher voltages induce a brief period of accelerated parasitic reactions in 

these cells, which tapers off.  If either of these were correct, or if some other mechanism 

could be understood, this could lead to a better understanding of the early life of Li-ion 

electrolyte, and how it might relate to long term degradation and cycle life. 
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This early lifetime degradation would not be difficult to study but would be time 

consuming.  A small series of identical, simple electrolyte cells could be made, set to a 

series of voltages and temperatures, and tested in the first few weeks of their lifetimes.  One 

possible test that could be used could be a set of cells cycled to 4.3 V, 4.4 V, and 4.5 V, at 

20, 40, and 55°C, tested every ten or twenty cycles, until the cells had reached one hundred 

cycles.  If the cells were started on a staggered schedule to prevent significant backup, then 

this would require 45 to 90 tests, and take around a month, with full use of one DTA 

apparatus. 

7.2.14 Storage versus Cycling 

While it may be assumed that the most damaging process a Li-ion cell can undergo 

is high voltage and high temperature cycling, work done concurrently with this thesis has 

shown high voltage storage to be similarly damaging.  This is concerning to the 

development of Li-ion cells, as many applications require extended time at high voltage, 

especially the grid level storage required for large scale renewable energy implementation.   

This behaviour has been reflected in DTA tests, in a large experiment with cycling 

and storage cells.  This suggests that, while some electrolyte degradation is related to the 

number of cycles a cell has undergone, some of the degradation is dependent on time, or 

average voltage over a cell’s lifetime.  This is another area where DTA can help to diagnose 

degradation effects.  As long term storage cells, by nature, do not have much 

electrochemical data, DTA can be used to study their health post-test, and to determine the 

effects of different additives or cell chemistries on electrolyte degradation. 
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7.2.15 Methyl Acetate Cells 

Methyl acetate (MA) has been shown to grant some beneficial features to Li-ion 

cells.  As it is a very low viscosity solvent, it will drive the total electrolyte viscosity down, 

when used as a cosolvent in concentration ranges of 10-20%, and thus drive up ionic 

conductivity, as in section 3.3.3.  This would be of use when designing a cell that could 

charge quickly.  However, MA carries its own challenges when being considered for testing 

in DTA sample cells; MA is the reference currently used to test other cells.  Thus, a cell 

containing MA would not freeze completely when using standard DTA temperature ranges.  

Depending on what degradation processes are present in these cells, that lack of freezing 

may occlude important data. 

This leads to two possible paths, if DTA testing is intended to be used on MA  

containing cells.  The first is finding a new reference cell electrolyte.  This may not be 

simple, as such an electrolyte would ideally need to be similar to the solvents used in Li-

ion cells, in terms of heat capacity.  If no such solvent is found, these cells could be run 

against dry pouch cells.  The resultant data would not be perfect, but the thermal mass of 

the dry cell would be close to the sample cell, giving acceptable results.  The third option 

is to simply ignore the component that does not freeze, and interpret the data based on the 

component that does. 

7.2.16 Anode Free Cells 

Though general development of Li-ion cells requires very broad development 

across many areas of performance, there are niche areas where one aspect of Li-ion cell 

capability can be promoted at the cost of others.  One such niche is extremely high energy 
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density cells that are used disposably.  A Li-ion technology for this niche is the so called 

“anode free” configuration.  This class of cell is not anode free in that it has no anode at 

all, but in that it uses no negative intercalation material to store lithium.  Instead, this type 

of battery plates and strips metallic lithium directly on the negative current collector, or on 

a thin coating on said current collector.  This type of cell can achieve massive energy 

densities, but has a very short lifetime, usually on the order of a few dozen cycles. 

These cells are in development, and efforts are being made to extend their lifetime 

as much as possible.  As these cells are a relatively new form of Li-ion cell, every aspect 

must be optimized, from the negative “electrode” surface, to the salts, solvents, and 

additives used.  While these cells are new, and their degradation not well understood, it has 

been hypothesized that a possible cause of death is a sudden lack of solvent with which to 

create new SEI.  As lithium is being repeatedly plated and stripped, the cell is constantly 

creating new SEI material, and consuming electrolyte.  When the electrolyte is gone, the 

cell fails, or so goes the hypothesis.  If this is the case, DTA could be used to determine the 

remaining solvent mass, how that mass relates to the death of the cell, and how variations 

in cell and electrolyte design affect the process.   

7.2.17 Positive Peak Investigation 

Though the cells tested in the main experiment do not show them, the presence of 

positive peaks in DTA data has plagued various cell series in recent years of DTA testing.  

Though a protocol has been devised to counteract these features, as described in section 

2.1.4, there may yet be some physical meaning to these features.  For example, in Figure 

6.8, these features show up in all cells, but are markedly different in cells cycled to voltages 
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above and below 4.3 V.  Further, the fact that no cells in the primary experiment show 

consistent positive peaks, while other data taken, but not shown here, shows positive peaks 

in every cell, suggests that there is a systematic cause to these features.   

The first step in a study of this phenomenon would be the characterization of which 

cells do and do not show these features.  This would involve a close study of the data 

collected thus far in the DTA project, and a comparison against all factors that have been 

observed to differ between cells that do and do not show these features.  This includes 

positive electrode, negative electrode, additive, upper cutoff voltage, cycle temperature, 

cycle lifetime, electrolyte composition, and testing protocol.  Only then could the 

development of a system of understanding regarding what might be causing these features 

to be developed. 

Like many aspects of DTA, this could possibly be leveraged to the development of 

a new understanding of Li-ion cells, or a deeper understanding of the interactions present 

in Li-ion cell electrolyte. 

7.2.18 Melting Points of Linear Carbonates 

While the work done in and around this project has illuminated many, potentially 

very useful projects that could be undertaken to further broad understanding of Li-ion cells, 

it has also brought to light a more pedantic issue in the literature surrounding this space.  

Namely, many chemical databases are incorrect about the melting points of linear 

carbonate solvents used in Li-ion cells.  If one searches for these values either on the 

internet or in a conventionally trusted database like the CRC Handbook of Chemistry and 

Physics, one may find that DMC, DEC, and EMC melt at 0.5, -43, and -14.5°C, where the 
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actual melting points are 4.6, -74.3, and -55.6°C.  In the case of DEC, the value came from 

one paper published over a century ago, whose results were either never questioned, or 

repeated erroneously, and accepted into the literature.  It is likely that the rest of these errors 

stem from similar situations.  Though the same errors do not seem to be present for cyclic 

carbonates such as ethylene or propylene carbonate, the presence of the linear carbonate 

errors calls into question the literature values for other classes of solvents. 

It may be of value to conduct a test on the melting points of these materials, either 

with DSC or DTA, and publish a correction to this error in the literature.  Whether or not 

such a publication would be noticed by the groups assembling chemical databases is 

another matter. 

7.2.19 Electrolyte Evolution of EC:DMC 

The Dahn Lab is moving towards electrolytes based on EC and DMC.  To this end, 

an experiment like the primary one described here could be conducted on EC:DMC cells.  

This degradation would likely be considerably clearer, as cells that do not have EMC 

cannot, to the current understanding, undergo transesterification to create other linear 

carbonates.  This then means that the interpretation of the DTA curves resulting from such 

an experiment would be uncluttered by quite so many reaction products. 

There are also a few lessons to be taken from the experiment in this thesis, for 

consideration when designing further experiments of this kind.  First, the experiment does 

not require four duplicates of each cell type.  This redundancy leads to an unmanageable 

number of cells, that cannot be studied meaningfully.  This difficulty may be alleviated by 

a higher throughput of DTA, that could be accomplished using multiple devices.  Second, 
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the cells that will die quickly should be tested first.  High upper cutoff voltage can be used 

to accelerate death and therefore show meaningful change very fast, but the early changes 

in the lower voltage cells is also of interest.  Starting all cells at once, as was done in this 

thesis, will likely lead to an attempt to record the degradation of the cells that die quickly, 

at the expense of the longer lived cells that may be degrading in informative ways. 
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Appendix A: Solvent Melting Points 

 
Figure B.1: A DTA test of a core-shell cell filled with VC, run at 0.25°C/min. 

 
Figure B.2: A DTA test of a core shell cell filled with FEC, run at 1.0°C/min. 
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Figure B.3: A DTA test of a core shell cell filled with DMOHC, run at 1.0°C/min. 

 
Figure B.4: A DTA test of a core shell cell filled with DEOHC, tested at 1.0°C/min.  There 

may be a freezing point at -20.48°C, or 3.78°C, but the extremely small size makes these 

difficult to interpret, or justify that these are not just noise.  A second cell of this type was 

filled and tested down to -180°C, with no apparent phase transitions; if these are not phase 

transitions, then DEOHC does not freeze until some temperature below -180°C.  
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